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THE IDEA BEHIND HDTwI

A year ago, I was working on a screenplay and found myself stuck. I was trying to write a scene I could clearly see in my head but 

couldn’t put into words so I picked up a recently popular spec script for inspiration. Without failing, I found the tools I needed to move 

forward with my scene.

A few years ago, I started reading scripts. They all seemed the same upon first glance, but I was suprised to see the variety when 

examining them in greater detail. Despite countless theories about the perfect recipe for screenwriting, I realized there were about as 

many ways to write a script as there were screenwriters. 

The more I read, the more I enjoyed discovering screenwriters’ different tricks... a phone conversation, a pov, a fight, a montage scene, 

a costume description, a character introduction etc. All elements seemed to transpire through the different screenplays. I started taking 

notes with the idea of building myself a library, some sort of catalogue reference of screenplays to look back on to better my own work. 

I realized such notes could also help others, and that’s when I decided to create this eBook. 

I established criteria by which to make my scripts selection: the 25 screenplays had to be available online, had to have become 

distributed feature films, and had to represent different genres (indie, sci-fi, biopic, comedy, drama etc.) 

I called it ‘How Did They Write It’ (HDTWI).

I loved working on HDTWI and learned a lot during the whole process. It was hard to stop at 25 screenplays and hope this will only be 

the beginning!
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How To rEAD HDTwI

“How Did They Write It” is a collection of over 430 quotes from 25 scripts found on the Internet. You can either read each script sheet 

from beginning to end, or find what you are looking for in particular in the eBook’s index section. 

For instance, if you look for examples of Phone Conversation, you can go to the Index section and you will see this: 

                                      93-PHoNE CoNVErSATIoN
                                                Magnolia; Tootsie

93 is a number reference that you will help you find the Phone Conversation examples faster when you check under the Magnolia and 

Tootsie sections.

REcOMMEnDATIOn:
For an optimized learning experience, I strongly recommend reading each screenplay and watching each film selected below. 

WARnInG: 
 HDTWI contains many spoilers, including the closing line of each script. This eBook has been made for educational purposes  

 only. If you have not seen a film based on a screenplay listed below, I recommend you do so before reading more.
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How To rEAD HDTwI

AbOUT THE ScRIPTS SHEETS
 Each script sheet contains:

  1) basic information about the movie (screenwriter, director, year released, script pages, imdb logline)

  2) the writer’s produced feature films 

  3) the opening and closing lines and main character’s first mention in the script. 

IT IS WORTH nOTHInG THAT  

 - The number of extracts greatly varies from one screenplay to another, ranging from 6 (Good Will Hunting) to 36 (Magnolia). 

 - From this selection, the three most commonly used narrative techniques are: 

  - Environment (17 screenplays)

  - P.O.V (17 screenplays)

  - Montage (13 screenplays)

FORMATTInG
 Screenplays are reproduced as found online. A word in CAPITAL LETTERS, bold or italic, will be reproduced as such in HDTWI.

 For easier reading, actual line jumps are replaced with the // symbol. In other words, the symbol // represents a line jump in the  

 actual screenplay.

 A page number [XX] at the end of each extracts corresponds to the original screenplay page. 
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 Please Note: Page numbering varies depending on the screenplay version you read. Some version featured in HDTWI might no  

 longer be available online.

LEARn MORE
 When deemed fit, a Learn More section with links to interviews, making-ofs and master classes are available to read on 

 www.mentorless.com

SELEcTIOn
 The below selection is subjective. I might have skipped passages others would consider crucial. There is no right or wrong in the  

 process. My goal is to make it as interesting and useful as possible for screenwriters looking to learn from seasoned peers. 

How To rEAD HDTwI
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On LEARnInG & SHARInG
 “How Did They Wite It” is intentionally free and open to the public and for educational purposes only. 

 The goal of the project is to help screenwriters. 

  If you enjoy ‘How Did They Write It’ and would like to share it with others, please send them the following link www.mentorless.

com/HDTWI instead of directly emailing them the ebook. That will help me determine if HDTWI warrants a sequel and build a list 

of peers interested in screenwriting and filmmaking.

 HDTWI is part of a global continuing education effort that started more than two years ago with mentorless.com, a site where 

 I share three times a week articles that I found useful and inspiring.

HOW YOU cAn HELP

 - Share this link on Social Media and in your networks: www.mentorless.com/HDTWI

 -  Use this content mindfully. If you want to use extracts of this specific ebook, credit @mentorless along with the   

screenwriter(s) behind the selected screenplay(s). 

 - Foster healthy debates, reach out, and share with your community whatever you think might be helpful and inspiring. 

 Thank you for taking the time to explore HDTWI. 

 If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me at info@mentorless.com,

 Nathalie.

oN LEArNING, SHArING & HELPING

http://www.mentorless.com/HDTWI
http://www.mentorless.com/HDTWI
http://www.mentorless.com/HDTWI
mailto:info%40mentorless.com?subject=info%40mentorless.com
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written by: 
Alexander Payne
Jim Taylor
Louis Begley (novel)

genre: 
comedy-drama

year released: 
2002

directed by: 
Alexander Payne

draft read:
2nd draft
May, 8 2000

pages

128 pages

IMDb PITcH 
A man upon retirement embarks on a 
journey to his estranged daughter’s 
wedding only to discover more about 
himself and life than he ever expected.

ALExAnDER PAYnE PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1. Citizen Ruth (1996)
2. Jurassic Park III (2001)
3. About Schmidt (2002)
4. Sideways (2004)
5.  I Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry 

(2007)
6. The Descendants (2011)
7. Nebraska (2013)

JIM TAYLOR PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. Citizen Ruth (1996)
2. Election (1999)
3. Jurassic Park III (2001)
4. About Schmidt (2002)
5. Sideways (2004)
6.  I Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry 

(2007)

ABoUT SCHMIDT

www.mentorless.com/HDTWI
https://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDQQtwIwAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D2Ibiuw7r1Js&ei=6r92UauvBPCU0QXbnIE4&usg=AFQjCNHJx6Kjja5M8Gr4ROitXQHFapTmiA&bvm=bv.45512109,d.d2k
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OPENING LINE 
  EXT. MUTUAL OF OMAHA HEADQUARTERS - DAY
  // The very structure suggests sturdiness and reliability [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  WARREN SCHMIDT, 66, sits at his desk looking up at the clock. The desk   
  is completely clear except for a telephone. 
  // Next to the desk are several large CARBOARD BOXES. They are marked  
  “SCHMIDT ACTIVE DOCUMENTARY”, and “SCHMIDT FILES ARCHIVE”.  
   [p1]

OPENING CREDITS
  RAIN
  // THROUGH THE WINDSHIELD--
  Warren drives. His wife HELEN, 64, sits next to him. 
  // OPENING CREDITS begin, wiped on and off by the windshield wipers.   
  {p1]

GROUP DESCRIPTION
  WARREN
  // eats his steak.
  // WIDE--

www.mentorless.com/HDTWI
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  // Twenty or so people sit around a T-shaped Table. Warren and Helen sit  
  at the head. On a side table lie wrapped gifts. [p2]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  GARY NORDIN, 34, clinks a greasy knife on his water glass. His neck is   
  thick, and his Brooks Brothers collar is too tight. [p2]

GROUP TALK
  He raises his water glass in an awkward toast gesture. All join in. 
  Warren manages a smile as everyone mumbles some variation of ‘There’s  
  to Warren’ or ‘We’re sure going to miss you’ or ‘Good luck, Warren’ [p2]

OFF SCREEN ACTION
  From outside the bathroom we hear his ablutions --toothbrush, urine, spit,  
  Finally he comes out and stops, look at-- [p7]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Still smiling from his neighborly exchange, Warren walks through the 
  living room and OUT OF SIGHT down the hall
  // CAMERA HOLDS on the sight of the empty hall. Then -- LOUD, WAILING  
  SOBS waft toward us from the distance. [p52]
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ZAPPING ON TV
  INT. TV ROOM - DAY
  // Warren, remote in hand, sits in front of the TV
  // FLIP
  A daytime talk show
  // FLIP
  A Bob Hope-Phyllis Diller movie
  // FLIP
	 	 Close-up	of	starving	wide-eyed	brown	and	black	children,	flies	buzzing		 	
  about their eyes and mouths. An 800 number is displayed [p8/9]
  //     VOICE OVER
    --ravaged by drought and famine. 
    You’ll join the thousands of caring sponsors...
  // FLIP
  An exercise class -- “Bodies by Jake.”
  // FLIP
  Back to the starving children. A baby with a distended belly is weighed   
  with negligible movement from the scale’s needle. [p8/9]

TRACKING SHOT
  INT. NEW TOWER RESTAURANT - NIGHT
  // A TRAY OF FOOD --
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  is carried across the dining room, resplendent with plates of prime rib,   
  baked or mashed potatoes, choice of spaghetti or rice. [p10]

PERCEPTION
  WARREN’S EYES
  // dart from place to place. Something in the SOUND implies Warren’s 
  distorted --- or very clear -- perception [p11]

MAIL DESCRIPTION
  SORTING THROUGH THE MAIL
  shows the usual assortment of bills and ads and do you need your carpet   
  steam-cleaned. But one --
  // THICK YELLOW ENVELOPE
  bears the logo of WORLD CHILDREN’S CRUSADE in the corner. There is a  
  little sketch of two children, their hands extended in a gesture that 
  suggests begging for a hug, or for money. 
  // Warren opens the letter.
  // INSERT -- [p15]

CLOSE-UP
  THE CHECK--
  as Warren writes ‘Twenty-two and 00/100----”

index

92

index

73

index

27
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  // WARREN’S EYES --
  // as he re-reads the material. We hear the check RIP from the pad. [p15]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Warren surveys the food, gets momentarily lost in thought.
  // CLOSE ON --
  yellow CHEESE CUBES
  // CLOSE ON --
  folded slices of ROAST BEEF with a CHERRY
  TOMATO in the center
  // CLOSE ON --
  a plate of RICE KRISPIE BARS
  // CLOSE ON --
  WARREN
    // WARREN
   Yep. [p29]

NOTE
  Note: During the following sequence, Warren remains in the same place 
  in frame while the backgrounds change around him. The effect is one of a  
  swirling out-of-body experience. [p26]
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LOOKING THROUGH
  THROUGH THE WINDSHIELD OF THE BOUNDER --
  Warren watches the outside of the shop.
  Someone emerges.
  // It’s RAY NICHOLS --
  striding toward his Chrysler [p49]

REVELATION
  Warren’s	in	the	midst	of	a	troubled,	fitful	sleep.	We	MOVE	CLOSER	to	him		
  and just as we’re upon him, he OPENS HIS EYES. He has had a     
  REVELATION [p52]

ROAD SIGN
  EXT. INTERSTATE - NIGHT
  //	The	Bounder	zooms	past	a	sign	“Now	leaving	Omaha.”	[p53]

AUDIO FLASHBACK
  Warren wanders off, lost in his memories. The MUSIC SWELLS with a 
  nostalgic and romantic sense of the past.
  // SOUND FROM THE PAST
	 	 now	filter	in	--a	child	practicing	piano,	a	lively	dinner,	a	lovingly	scolding			
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  mother, a game of hopscotch, a barking dog. Warren looks wistfully out  
  the store’s front window. [p60]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  WORDS drift into his thoughts
    // ROBERTA
  It’ll just be you and me while the kids are on the slopes. 
    // RANDAL:
  Well, if you’d stuck with it a little longer, you would have seen the results.  
  Guaranteed. [p116]

FROM CLOSE UP TO WIDE
  INT. BETA SIGMA HOUSE - DAY
  // A DOOR --
  as a hand raps on it
    // DAVE (O.S.)
   Hey, you looking for one of us?
  // WIDER --
  // Warren turns and looks down the HALLWAYS as two YOUNG MEN with  
  backpacks approach [p61]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  A CHAMPAGNE FLUTE --
  as a FINGER taps it
  // WIDE --
  Warren is gesturing to a WAITER [p119]

FLASHBACK
     WARREN
	 	 	 Not	since	the	early	fifties.	Always	too	busy	to	break	away	
   from reunions. But I have contributed quite a bit of money
    over the years  you know.
  // INSERT - A CONTRIBUTION REPLY FORM offering choices of $500,   
  $250, $100 and $75. A pen puts an ‘X’ in the box nect to ‘OTHER’    
  and write in $12,00. 
  // BACK TO SCENE -- [p63]

P.O.V
  Everyone is still. Chuck motions to Phil. They walk over and hoist 
  Warren out of the chair. As they drag him out of the room, we occsionally  
	 	 cut	to	Warren’s	point	of	view	--	the	travelling	floor,	the	stunned	onlookers		
  [p73]
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LATER 
  LATER --
  // They are lingering over coffee and poppy-seed cake. They’ve eaten well,  
  drunk well, and have clearly bonded in the benevolent glowing light of   
  Bounder Spirit. [p82]

PLONGE
  FROM OVERHEAD --
  Warren lies awake, his eyes wide open.
  CAMERA DESCENDS until we are very close on his face. Sleep is out of the  
  question. [p116]

MONTAGE
  DISSOLVE MONTAGE -- A SERIES OF IMPRESSIONS FROM THE WEDDING
  intercut with Warren’s face, it becomes a mish-mash the way Warren is 
  experiencing it. [p117]

SIMULTANEOUS TALK
     MINISTER
   And do you, Randall Gerard, take Jeanne Osmond to be your lawful   
   wedded wife?
     MINISTER
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    (simultaneously)
   Do you, Jeanne Osmonds, take Randall Gerard to be your lawful 
   wedded husband? [p118]

ROOM TRANSITION 
  Warrent sets his suitcase down on the bed and takes off his jacket.    
  Aaaahh. But wait -- something smells a little funny. Not just funny,    
  but BAD. He follows his nose to the source of the smell and heads toward --
  // INT. BATHROOM - DAY
  // Warren cringes at the rank smell of his own stale urine. [p129]

CLOSING LINE
  WARREN
	 	 looks	at	Ngudu’s	painting	and	is	flooded	with	emotion.	Somehow	this		 	
  child’s simple act has unleashed all of Warren’s complex, long supressed   
  emotions, emotions he will never understand. His breath shortens. Tears  
  come. His wife, his daughter, his emptiness, his loneliness, his grief, his   
  entire misspent life. But then, out of his tears emerges and odd, 
  uncontrollable SMILE.

    THE END

www.mentorless.com/HDTWI
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AN EDUCATIoN
written by: 
Nick Hornby

based on the memoir of:
Lynn Barber

genre: 
Drama

year released: 
2009

directed by: 
Lone Scherfig

draft read:
4th April 2007

script length:
115 pages

IMDb PITcH 
A coming-of-age story about a teenage 
girl in 1960s suburban London, and how 
her life changes with the arrival of a 
playboy nearly twice her age.

nIcK HORnbY PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. Fever Pitch (1997)
2. About a Boy (2003)
3. An Education (2009)
4. Brooklyn (2014)
5. Wild (2014)
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. BEDROOM. DAY
  // 1960. We are in the bedroom of a suburban middle-class teenage girl.   
  Books about ponies, a much loved teddy bear; a cello huge in the small   
  room leans againts the wall. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  JENNY, our heroine, is bent over a small desk. Victorian novels, Latin   
  primers and dictionaires teeter in huge towers either side of her. She   
  stands and stretches as she turns to us. She is sixteen and beautiful. She’s  
  also tired and bored. [p1]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  Jenny’s father JACK is in his forties, bespectacled, moustachioed, 
  becadiganed. MARJORIE, her mother, is slightly younger than JACK, but  
  every bit as middle-aged. [p1]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

	 	 Jenny	looks	nervous.	For	the	first	time	we	see	her	wearing	make-up	but		 	
  it’s been inexpertly applied, and she looks gauche -especially compared   
  to Helen, who is in her mid-twenties, beautiful, and as far from anyone’s 
  idea of an aunt as one can get. She’s no more beautiful than Jenny, but   
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  she’s dressed both appropriately and spectacularly, in early-60s, 
  pre-hippy Bohemian gear. She turns head in a way that Jenny is not yet   
  able to. [p21]

PARENTHETICAL
     JENNY
    (playful and ironic, as 
    she is throughout this conversation)
    Or hobbied,
     // JACK
    (humourlessly)
   No such word. [p2]

TURNING POINT
  Jenny looks about twelve, but she’s thrilled to be there. We know now   
  that her life can never be the same again, and there will be no going back  
	 	 to	fish-paste	sandwiches	with	spotty	Graham.	[p24]

ENVIRONNEMENT
	 	 The	office	is	dark,	wood-panelled,	forebiding,	apparently	designed	to	put		 	
  all visitors ill-at-ease. The headmistress would probably choose to be   
  wood-panelled if she could. [p67]
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FROM SOUNDTRACK TO SOURCE MUSIC
  Jenny and Alan in a listening booth, listening to the Juliette Greco song   
  on the soundtrack. (For a moment, the sound quality changes -    
  soundtrack becomes source music, seamlessly.) [p71]

TRANSITION
  Close up of Alan as he strikes a match, cups it in his hand against the   
  wind, leans over to her. Close up of Jenny sucking on the cigarette. We   
  pull away to reveal...
  // EXT. PARK. DAY
  // ... Jenny in her games kit, smoking her Sobranies with her friends on   
  the park bench again. [p72]

P.O.V
  She gets up, pulls back the curtains, looks out of the window. We see what  
  she sees: a sleepy suburban street at night. [p82]

CROSS CUT
  Jenny marches into the house and slams the door. The camera stays on   
  Alan. He gets back into the car and takes another slug of whiskey. Then   
  his shoulders begin to shake, and he cries and cries. 
  // INT. HALLWAY/LIVING-ROOM. NIGHT
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  // Jenny comes in, leaving the door open for Alan. Her parents are    
  standing in the livingroom, looking at her anxiously. [p103]

FROM CU TO WIDE
  Close-up of a photo of Jenny in Paris. The photo is suddenly jerked out of   
	 	 the	shot,	and	we	pull	back	to	reveal	a	weeping	Jenny	stuffing	the	photo		 	
  violently into an already full box of things she is throwing out. [p 107]

CLOSING LINE
  Jenny turns her back on Alan, and the young man offers her his arm.      
  They walk away together, and Alan stares longingly after them. 

     THE END.
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written by: 
Tom Stoppard
Leo Tolstoy (novel)

genre: 
Costume Drama

year released: 
2012

directed by: 
Joe Wright

draft read:
N/A

pages 
199 Pages

IMDb PITcH 
Set in late-19th-century Russia 
high-society, the aristocrat Anna 
Karenina enters into a life-changing 
affair with the affluent Count Vronsky.

TOM STOPPARD PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1.The Romantic Englishwoman (1975)
2. Despair (1978)
3. The Human Factor (1979)
4. Brazil (1985)
5. Empire of the Sun (1987)
6. The Russia House (1990)
7. Billy Bathgate (1991)
8. Shakespear in Love (1998)
9. Vatel (2000)
10. Enigma (2001)
11. Anna Karenina (2012)

ANNA KArENINA

http://www.mentorless.com/2012/12/17/download-and-learn-from-screenplays-competing-for-oscars-attention/
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. POKROVSKOE - NIGHT
  //	CLOSE	-	Expert	fingers	-	Female,	unlovely,	capable	-	shape	a	small	lump		
	 	 of	dough	which,	with	some	shreds	of	cabbage,	becomes	a	filled	bun	called			
	 	 a	pirozhok...	which	is	now	placed	on	a	baking	tray	to	join	rows	of	pirozhoki		
  ready for the oven [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  Anna is at her dressing-table-bureau, which is host to at least two    
	 	 photographs	of	a	small	boy	(Serozha)	and	a	child’s	unframed	drawing	of			
  “Maman.” As she starts reading the letter, Anna’s eyes frown. [p9]

FLASHBACK
  FLASHBACK, VERY SHORT, ALMOST SUBLIMINAL - 
  // INT. (LINEN CLOSET) - DAY
  // Oblowsky and Mlle Rolan in a passionate embrace, vertical, clotherd.  
  // BACK TO SCENE
  // Anna turns the page, reads, concerned
  // FLASHBACK - SHORT, A BEAT OR TWO -
  // INT. LINEN CLOSET, OBLONSKY HOUSE - DAY
  // Still kissing, Oblonsky hoists up her skirts
  // BACK TO SCENE.    
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  // Anna turns to the second page [p9]

MONTAGE
  With a howl and clatter, the St. Petersburg express seems to crash    
  through the ballroom. 
  // MONTAGE
  // An abstract, nightmarish, discordant noise of chattering and howling   
	 	 accompanies	unexplained	flame	-	light	on	wood,	glass,	iron...		 	 	 	
	 	 blackness	opens	like	a	door	on	a	blizzard	of	light,	and	slams	shut.	
  //	Anna’s	face,	eyes	closed,	floats	ghotslike.	[p54]

REFLECTION
  INT. THE TRAIN
  // Anna has a reading lamp hooked over her armrest, and a novel. She   
  cuts a page with a paper-knife. But the book cannot hold her. She is    
  reading without taking it in. She turns back a page and tries again, but   
	 	 almost	at	once	she	turns	to	the	window	where	the	dark	reflection	of	her		 	
  face looks back at her. Kitty’s face staring as she stared at Anna, betrayed.  
  [p54]

REACTION SHOT
      BETSY
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   He’s gone. But you’re just in time for the surprise.
  // There i a series of minor explosions outside and the darkness out there  
	 	 turns	into	an	illuminated	garden	lit	by	fountains	of	fire,	sprays	of	light.		 	
  The guest reacts with cries of pleasure and applause. 
  // Anna turns at once to the window near her, puts her face up against the  
  glass, putting her hands to her temples as if to see the illuminations 
  better. 
  // REVERSE
  //	Her	self	possessed	face,	lit	by	fireworks,	falls	apart	in	misery.	[p72/73]

P.O.V
  The riders line up... and they’re off.
  // VRONSKY’S POV
  //	The	stands	and	spectators	are	distant,	the	fist	fence	coming	at	him,		 	
  horses on either side. His neighbor falls at the fence but Frou-Frou is clear,  
  with Gladiator half a length in front. The next fence is coming up. 
  Gladiator and Frou-Frou jump cleanly but a following horse falls badly.   
  [p103]

FAMILY DINNER
  INT. DINING ROOM, OBLONSKY HOME - NIGHT
  // Dinner for eight - clockwise, Oblonsky, Countess Nordston, Prince   
  Shcherbatsky, Kitty, Karenin, Dolly, Levin and Princess 
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  Shcherbatsky [p128]

TIME CUT
  OVER - CHURCH ORGAN MUSIC
  // INT. CHURCH - DAY
  // A mere fragment of a long and ornate marriage ceremony...
  // The	grizzled	Priest	lights	two	decorated	candles,	holding	them	askew	in		
  his left hand, and he uses his right hand to touch Levin and, more    
  tenderly, Kitty. He gives the couple the candles, Kitty taking hers in   
  her gloved hand. Levin looks blissfully at Kitty.
  // MIX TO
  // The Priest lifts crowns from their heads, and invites them to kiss each   
  other, relieving them of their candles. [p141/142]

OFF SCREEN ACTION
  INT. BEDROOM, HOTEL SUITE - NIGHT
  // Anna is listening for Vronsky’s return. She hears him come in. She   
  hears him approach. Then she hears Annushka’s voice, then Vronsky’s  
  voice. She waits in suspsense, disappointed as Vronsky’s steps retreat.   
  [189]
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 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXT. BATTLEFIELD (BALKANS) - DAY
  // CLOSE
  // Vronsky, in an unfamiliar uniform, sabre pointing forward, is mounted  
  at full gallop with the SOUND of the charge all around him in the smoke   
  and noise of guns. Something heavy and invisible with its own SOUND -   
	 	 like	the	flap	of	an	awning-	takes	him	from	his	horse	into	the	air	and	gone,		
  leaving spouts of blood poised for an instant in the smoke. [p198]

VISION
  She looks at the windows of the other train “going by”... seeing the 
  passengers inside. 
  // Unexpectedly, she seems to see a Man who might be Vronsky sitting 
  opposite a laughing Woman who might be Princess Sorokina. [p191]

CLOSING LINE
  EXT. FLOWERING MEADOW, AS BEFORE
  // NATURAL SOUND
  // Serozha	picks	up	Anya	like	a	parcel	under	his	arm	and	walks	on	with		 	
	 	 her	towards	the	indistinct	figures	of	Croquet	Players	strolling	in	the	heat		
	 	 haze,	a	couple	of	parasols	held	alloft.	
           // FADE TO BLACK

SARAH 
GREEnWOOD, 
KATIE SPEncER AnD 
JAcqUELInE 
DURRAn TALK 
AbOUT AnnA
KAREnInA 
PRODUcTIOn AnD 
cOSTUME DESIGnS

http://www.mentorless.com/2013/02/25/sarah-greenwood-katie-spencer-and-jacqueline-durran-talk-about-anna-karenina-production-and-costume-designs/
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written by: 
Woody Allen 
Marshall Brickman

genre: 
Comedy

year released: 
1977

directed by: 
Woody Allen 

draft read:
08/02/1976

pages 
135 Pages

IMDb PITcH 
Neurotic New York comedian Alvy Singer 
falls in love with the ditsy Annie Hall.

WOODY ALLEn PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. What’s New Pussycat (1965)
2. What’s Up, Tiger Lily? (1966)
3. Take the Money and Run (1969)
4. Don’t Drink the Water (1969)
5. Bananas (1971)
6.  Everything You Always Wanted to Know 

About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask (1972)
7. Sleeper (1973)
8. Play It Again, Sam (1972)
9. Love and Death (1975)
10. Annie Hall (1976)

11. Interiors (1978)
12. Manhattan (1979)
13. Stardust Memories (1980)
14. A Midsummer Night’s Sex Comedy (1982)
15. Boradway Danny Rose (1984)
16. The Purple Rose of Cairo (1985)
17. Hannah and Her Sisters (1986)
18. Radio Days (1987)
19. September (1987)
20. Another Woman (1988)
21. Crimes and Misdemeanors (1989)
22. Alice (1990)
23. Shadows and Fog (1991)
24. Husband and Wives (1992)
25. Manhattan Murder Mystery (1993)
26. Bullets Over Broadway (1994)
27. Mighty Aphrodite (1995)

ANNIE HALL
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WOODY ALLEn PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS PART 2
28. Everyone Says I Love You (1996)
29. Deconstructing Harry (1997)
30. Celebrity (1998) 
31. Sweet and Lowdown (1999)
32. Small Time Crooks (2000)
33. Hollywood Ending (2002)
34. Anything Else (2003)
35. Melinda and Melinda (2004)
36. Match Point (2005)
37. Scoop (2006)
38. Cassandra’s Dream (2007)
39. Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)
40. Whatever Works (2009)
41. You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger (2010)

42. Midnight in Paris (2011)
43. To Rome with Love (2012)
44. Blue Jasmine (2013)

MARSHALL bRIcKMAn PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1. Sleeper (1973)
2. Annie Hall (1977)
3. Manhattan (1979)
4. Simon (1980)
5. Lovesick (1983)
6. The Manhatan Project (1986)
7. For the Boys (1991)
8. Manhattan Murder Mystery (1993)
9. Intersection (1994)

ANNIE HALL
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OPENING LINE 
  Opening shot: Alvy talking to audience, camera.
  // ALVY’S MONOLOGUE:    ALVY’S MONOLOGUE
        (the following are just notes and ideas on
        the general style and content of the    
        monologue, gags to be changed.)
       There’s an old joke -- two women are at a resort  
       hotel in the mountains. One says, the food is 
       terrible. And the other one says, that’s right --   
       and such small portions. [p1] 

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION
  [note to reader: See extract above for Alvy’s first mention]

  Annie left me. I can’t believe it. A year ago we were deeply in love. Both of  
  us. Now she left me for a guy whose values are completely different than   
  mine. 
  // SHOT of Annie and a slick, nice-looking man driving a car down the   
  Sunset Strip in L.A. [p1]
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FLASHBACKS
  SHOTS of Brooklyn. Period. 1943-4. Well-selected and not just meaninless  
  landscapes. Forties styles. Period music. Alvy’s voice continues over 
  pictures.
      // ALVY (V.O.)
   I grew up during World War Two in Brooklyn.
   The Coney Island section.
   // SHOTS of father at concession. Possibly bumper cars or some   
   game. 
      // ALVY (V.O.)
   There’s my father. [LINE DEPENDING ON GAME CHOSEN]
   We have no money and my father got a low rent deal on an old house
   right in the middle of all the action. [p3]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  As they shake we CUT BACK TO selected footage earlier in their 
  relationship that was totally passionate and they each vowed they’d 
  always love one another. Perhaps the beachouse with the lobsters and   
  other spots. 
  //	BACK	TO	flower	shop	and	handshakes.	[p120]
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BREAKING THE FOURTH WALL
  CUT TO CU of Alvy’s mother. Interview style to CAMERA
      // MOTHER
     It’s not the same now that “the 
     Element” has moved in. [p3]

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
  SHOT of her as Alvy remembers her. These characters shot depend on   
  casting and make-up to achieve a truly meaningful impact. Fellini does   
	 	 this	type	of	ploy	successfully	when	he	recollects	old	townspeople	on	film.			
  The idea is the same but the milieu is different. [p4]

CHARACTER DOUBLE
  Now present day Alvy is in classroom, existing both as nine year old and   
  the current forty year old man. He argues with Miss Reed. [p6]

TV TALKS BACK
     ALVY
   The set is always on -- and naturally the worst kind 
   of show.
  // Suddently the TV talks back.
  // INT. DONALD’S HOUSE. SHOT OF TV show in progress. A giveway show.  
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  The lowest.
     // ALVY
    A moronic show.
  // INT. TV. DAY. The TV MC looks at Alvy and speaks to him right from   
  picture tube. 
     // HOST
   Moronic? This is a popular show. [p9]

MONTAGE
  MONTAGE snatches of conversation
     // SIDNEY
    My book was called Alternate Modes of Perspective. His was   
    Alternative Styles of Perspectives. 
     // JOHN
    I see
  // CUT TO:
     // NORMAN
    I’m going to say one word that will refute your entire argument:  
    Beowulf. 
  // CUT TO:
     // OGDEN
    I understand the teacher’s union is offering to sign a    
    non-aggression pact.
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  // CUT TO ALVY and Miss Harper and Dr. Post
     // DR. POST
    I’m going to send you my essay on The Comic Mask and Chinese  
	 	 	 	 Classical	Theatre...	it	totally	analyzes	comedy...	[32/33]

SOUND OFF-SCREEN
  NIGHT/INT. ALVY AND ROBIN’S APT. CUT TO Robin and Alvy in bed,   
  throes of passion. Presently, outside in street, we hear a police siren. The  
  constant ringing gradually bothers Robin.
     // ROBIN
    That god damn siren! [p35]

DIALOGS IN MOVEMENT
  DAY/INT. TENNIS LOCKER ROOM. CUT TO Shower. PULL BACK. It is in   
  New York Tennis club. Tennis courts. Indoor. Alvy and Roberts are    
  suiting up in locker and following chat takes place there and en route   
  to court. Lots of movement. [p36]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

     ANNIE
   No. Now, stop it. I have to go.
  // Rises, the following played en route to car and all. [p115]
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ENVIRONMENT
  DAY/INT. ANNIE’S APARTMENT. CUT TO them entering her apartment.   
  Although it is messy, it is very charming with a vital quality and very   
  imaginative, lowprice, improvise decorating. Obviously Annie, as we’ve   
	 	 seen	by	her	dress,	and	now	her	apartment,	has	a	wonderful	visual	flair.		 	
  [p43]

SUBTITLES
  Throughout the following exchange we see subtitles on the screen in the   
	 	 manner	of	a	foreign	film.	The	subtitles	show	what	the	characters	are		 	
  thinking as opposed to what they say.
  // Title: I dabble? Listen to me -- what a jerk [p45]

FROM SOURCE SOUND TO THOUGHTS
     COMIC
    (unfunny with the cutes)
   I’m a bubbly guy... I’m cute... audiences like me... 
   so I come out--
    (unto bad special material opening song
    which he does full out, close up to Alvy)
   The place looks wonderful from here,
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   The drinks look wonderful from here,
   And you look wonderful from here --
  //Alvy drinks it in, unimpressed. Comic’s voice is dialed out so he silently  
   does motions and we hear Alvy’s thoughts
     // ALVY’S THOUGHTS
   This guy is pathetic. Jesus, look at him mincing around... he 
   thinks he’s cute -- you want to vomit... If only I had the nerve
   to do my own jokes --
     // COMIC
    (voice back up) 
   My kid brother watches TV all day... [p61]

FAMILY DINNER
  DAY/INT. HALL HOUSE. Wisconsin home. Hall Family at Thanksgiving.   
  Very Norman Rockwell. All round dinner table. Alvy his usual awkward   
  self. 
  // Note: The Halls drink continually. It is their custom and though to Alvy  
  it is prodigious, nothing is made of it. [p62]

SPLIT-SCREEN
  The screen splits, the second half being Alvy’s family at dinner. His father,  
  mother, uncle, aunt, sister at their table. Their dialogue overlaps with the  
  Hall family’s, and we pick up contrasting snatches
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   // ALVY’S FAMILY    // HALL FAMILY
  F: Let him drop dead. Who need M: A group of the wives from the 
  his business.     Rotary went out to Grammy 
  // M: His wife has diabetes  Poindexter’s and we wrapped some
  // F: Is that an excuse? Diabetes? pancakes for the Veteran’s hospital.   
  [p63]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  CUT TO annie on couch with her analyst.
     // ANNIE
    That day in Brooklyn was the last day I really
    remember having a good time.
  // The screen splits and Alvy with his analyst on couch shares half screen.  
  We hear them both.
     // ALVY
    Annie and I haven’t had fun in a long time
     // ANNIE
	 	 	 	 I	been	moodie	and	dissatisfied
     // ALVY
    Sex between us has gotten less and less.
    The other night... [p94]
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ANIMATION
  SHOT of cartoon. Animation. Disney style. Queen and Alvy. Both 
  animated.
      // QUEEN
     We never have fun anymore. [p73]
ARGUMENT 
  An argument between a big bully-type man and an elderly man has been   
  growing where they share a table. It is ad lib over some minor subject and  
	 	 we	pick	up	common	conflict	line	like:	
  // “Don’t tell me I’ll make as much noise I want.”
  “Who are you pushing?”
  // Alvy, Rob and Annie watch. [p91]

BACKGROUND ACTION
  He waits. Annie enters, sits.
  // Throughout their conversation, some guy is talking loudly at another   
	 	 nearby	table	to	his	girl	about	the	pilot	film	of	some	new	satirical	comedy			
  TV series. [p112]
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TIME PASSING
  CUT TO streets. We know the time has elapsed because one of those weird  
  “end of the world is coming” guys carries a sign that reads:
  // Six months later. [p118]

CLOSING LINE
  She leaves. The music swells, milking the moment. Alvy says to camera:
     // ALVY
     (looking up)
    Charlie, can you give me a big laugh on this?
  // Laugh machine laugh
     // end

http://www.mentorless.com/2013/06/24/how-to-write-a-split-screen-scene-the-annie-hall-example/
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written by: 
Robert Zemeckis
Bob Gale

genre: 
Adventure Sci-Fi

year released: 
1985

directed by: 
Robert Zemeckis

draft read:
10-12-1984

pages 
96 pages

IMDb PITcH 
A teenager is accidentally sent 30 years 
into the past in a time-traveling DeLorean 
invented by his friend, Dr. Emmett 
Brown, and must make sure his high-
school-age parents unite in order to save 
his own existence.

RObERT ZEMEcKIS PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1. I Wanna Hold Your Hand (1978)
2. Used Cars (1980)
3. Back to the Future (1985)
4. Back to the Future II (1989(
5. Back to the Future III (1990)
6. Trespass (1992)
7. Bordello of Blood (1996)

8. The Polar Express (2004)
9. A Christmas Carol (2009)

bOb GAL PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. I Wanna Hold Your Hand (1978)
2. 1941 (1979)
3. Used Cars (1980)
4. Back to the Future (1985)
5. Back to the Future II (1989
6. Back to the Future III (1990)
7. Trespass (1992)
8. Bordello of Blood (1996)

BACK To THE FUTUrE
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM - DAY
  // A WEIRD FLICKERING WHITE LIGHT strobes the screen, accompanied 
  by PROJECTOR NOISE and an OFFSCREEN CONTROL VOICE. 
      // CONTROL VOICE
     5...4...3...2...1...detonate! [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  The light becomes brighter as we pan over to 
  // MARTY MC FLY, 17, a good looking kid wearing Porsche mirrored 
	 	 sunglasses.	The	mirrored	lenses	reflect	the	MUSHROOM	CLOUD	of	an		 	
  ATOMIC EXPLOSION. [p1]

FOOTAGE
  The DOCUMENTARY depicts preparation for another atomic test; noting   
  that as many as 20 were done per year in the 1950’s. Footage shows   
  how tract houses were constructed and people let with mannequins    
  to measure the effects of the radiation. [p1]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
	 	 Marty	fidgets	uneasily	in	an	uncomfortable	wooden	chair	in	the	sparse		 	
	 	 office	as	Mr.	STRICKLAND,	a	humorless	disciplinarian,	tightens	the	vise.			
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  Strickland looks 60, but he could be 160 - he was born old and stayed   
  that way, and has been at this school forever. [p2] 

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  The driver is DR. EMMETT BROWN, about 65. He looks like an old    
  hippie, with shoulder length white hair, Hawaian shirt, faded jeans,    
  an Indian turquoise around his neck and lively -almost wild- eyes. He’s   
  full of energy, full of life, talks fast and is immediately likeable for his   
  eccentricities. [p8]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Looking on with horror is timid GEORGE McFLY, 47, a balding, boring, 
  uninspired man who wears a suit he bought at Sears 4 years ago. [11/12]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Marty’s mother, LORRAINE, 47, was once very attractive. Now she’s   
  OVERWEIGHT, in a rut, a victim of suburban stagnation. She has more 
  food on her plate that anyone else, and a glass of vodka. [p13]
  

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Sister LINDA, 19, is cute but wears too much eye makeup. Brother DAVE,  
	 	 22,	wears	a	MCDONALD’S	UNIFORM	and	is	wolfing	down	his	food.	[p13]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Now GEORGE and LORRAINE enter from the outside. They’re tanned and  
  healthy in TENNIS OUTFITS with tennis rackets. George carries himself   
	 	 with	an	air	of	confidence,	and	Lorraine	looks	terrific	-	thin	and	svelte,	
  radiantly healthy and positive. This is a happy marriage. [p92]

ENVIRONMENT
  This is HILL VALLEY, a northern Californian town; it’s October. The town  
  has been here a while -and its town square district is beginning to    
  deteriorate... undoubtedly because there’s a mall someplace. 
  // The old courthouse, now the Department of Social Services, has a clock  
  tower - but the clock is stopped at 10:02. [p5]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. MARTY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
  // Marty’s walls are covered with posters of rock stars and cars -    
  particularly Toyota Supras.
  // There	is	also	a	portable	home	synthesizer,	a	tape	recorder,	and	a	stack			
  of lead sheets. [p15]
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POSTER DESCRIPTION
  EXT. TOWN SQUARE - DAY
  // On some of the boarded up buildings are, ELECTION POSTERS:    
  “RE-ELECT MAYOR ‘GOLDIE’ WILSON: HONESTY, DECENCY,     
  INTEGRITY” and a picture of the incumbent. Mayor Wilson is black, about  
  45, with a GOLD FRONT TOOTH. [p6]

INSIDE VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
  The inside of the vehicle is full of CLOCKS - every imaginable type, a   
  Cuckoo, a Grandfather, even a classic “Felix the Cat with moving eyes”.   
  All of them are in dead sync. There is also a bank of state-of-the art    
  component video and audio equipment. The 25-inch monitor is turned on  
  MTV. There are discarded fast food cartoons, and a spilled box of sugar   
  coated cereal, an unmade bed, a doggie dish, and tools and electronic   
  parts. We might also notice a lead canister with purprle radiation symbols.  
  [p8] 

CAR DESCRIPTION
	 	 A	SLEEK,	STAINLESS	STEEL	DELOREAN	SPORTS	CAR.		It’s	been	modified		
  with some wicked looking units on its rear engine, giving it a particularly  
  dangerous feel. There are coils along the front and rear decks. 
  // There are also several cases of supplies and equipment, and a piece of   
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  American Tourister around the RV. [p17]

PROP DESCRIPTION
  He steps back and picks up a REMOTE CONTROL UNIT similar to one for 
  a radio controlled toy car. There are buttons labeled “Accelerator” and   
  “Brake”, a joystick and an L.E.D digital readout labeled “Miles Per Hour”.  
	 	 Brown	flicks	the	power	switch	on	and,	using	the	accelerator	button	and		 	
  joystick for steering, sends the DeLorean down to the far, far end of the 
  parking lot. [p18]
  TWO KIDS on homemande scooters (roller skate nailed to a 2x4 with an   
  orange crate on top) cruise down the sidewalk past them. [p56]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Brown takes him over to a CRUDE PLYWOOD TABLE TOP MODEL of Hill   
  Valley town square which he’s constructed himself. 
  // A ‘Lightning rod’ (a nail) has been attached to the top of the “clock   
  tower’ (a piece of wood with a watch strapped around it). A wire runs   
  down from the “lightning rod” across : “town square” and between two   
  “lamp posts” (candles in candlesticks, across the “street”). [p61]

FILMING
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  Marty begins taping, handheld, cinema verite style.
     // BROWN
    (to Marty and video camera)
  All right, this is test #1. Please note that Einstein’s clock here is in precise  
  synchronisation with my control watch. [p18]

CAR CHASE
  EXT. - THE CHASE
  // The DeLorean roars off!
  // The van gives chase
  // INT. DELOREAN - INSERT
  // The speedometer approaches 40
  // EXT. MALL PARKING LOT - ON THE VAN
  // The Terrorist Gunner leans out of the van and takes aim
  // INT. MOVING DELOREAN
  // Marty looks into the side view mirror
  // MARTY’S POV THRU SIDE VIEW MIRROR
  // of the Libyan gunner taking aim
  // INT. DELOREAN - INSERT
   The speedometer climbls past 50
  // EXT. MALL PARKING LOT - THE MOVING DELOREAN
  // The gunner FIRES
  // EXT. MALL PARKING LOT - THE MOVING DELOREAN
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  // Bullet rips into the parking lot just behind the speeding DeLorean.
  // INT. MOVING DELOREAN
  // Marty has the pedal to the metal
  // INSERT - The speedometer hits 75
  // ON MARTY - Marty again checks the side view mirror
  // MARTY’S P.O.V THRU SIDE VIEW MIRROR
  // The van is still keeping up
  // INT. MOVING DELOREAN
  // Marty reacts
     // MARTY
   Let’s see if you bastards can do 90...
  // EXT. MALL PARKING LOT
  // The DeLorean continues accelerating
  // The van continues pursuit, but begins to lose ground
  // INT. MOVING DELOREAN
  // INSERT - The speedometer passes 85’
  // ON MARTY - Gauges and indicators light up behind Marty’s head, just   
  as they did before Einstein traveled through time - the T.F.C is about   
   to kick in!
  // INSERT - The speedometer climbs...86...87...88...
  // INT. MOVING DELOREAN, BEHIND MARTY. THRU THE WINDSHIELD
  // The mall parking lot is suddenly changed into an OPEN FIELD with a   
  SCARECROW in the middle of it! [p24/25]
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OFF SCREEN ACTION
  We hold on the barn exterior - we hear a CRASH; hay and dust are kicked  
  up out the door... then a CRACK OF WOOD - and A LARGE SECTION OF   
  THE BARN ROOF CAVES IN!
  // We hold on the barn. We hear a DOG start BARKING [p25]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  A RAGGEDY BUM
  is asleep on a bench. Suddenly his hair begins to stand on end...
  He’s lit by an OFFSCREEN FLASH OF LIGHT, accompanied by a SONIC   
  BOOM and a SHARP BLAST OF WIND. 
  // We hold on him as we hear a SCREECH OF TIRES and an OFFSCREEN   
  CRASH. The BUM awakens and looks up to see... [p88]

FROM SOURCE MUSIC TO SOUNDTRACK
      DJ
    (V.O. RADIO)
   And now, one of the top records of the week...
  // Marty turns up the volume: he wants to hear this. “Papa Loves Mambo”  
  by Perry Como starts playing. Marty can’t believe what he is hearing. He 
  shakes his head. 
     // MARTY
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   This is not a good year.
  // MUSIC BECOMES SCORE AND CONTINUES OVER NEXT SEQUENCE   
  [p29]

REMINDER TO READER
	 	 Marty	pulls	out	the	“Save	the	Clock	Tower’	flyer	from	his	pocket	(with	it	is		
	 	 the	mysterious	“headless	snapshot”	we	saw	earlier)	Marty	shows	the	flyer		
  to Brown. [p44]

INSERT
  INSERT - FLYER
  // It includes a photocopy of a NEWSPAPER ARTICLE, dated March 27,   
  1955, with a picture of the clock tower stopeed at 10:02. The head   
  line: “CLOCK TOWER STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. CLOCK STOPPED    
  AT 10:02.” 
  // BACK TO SHOT [p44]

P.O.V.
  P.O.V THRU CLASSROOM DOOR
  on the STUDENTS OF AN ORDINARY 1955 History class, taking a test.   
  LORRAINE can be clearly seen. 
  // MARTY AND DR. BROWN are watching from the HALL. [p46]
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TRANSITION
  BROWN 
  Looks up at the clock tower.
  // THE CLOCK
  is stopped at 10:02
  // Lighting cracks behind it and we
  // DISSOLVE TO: 
  // THE CLOCK - OCTOBER 5, 1985 - NIGHT
  // The storm dissolves away into an ordinary night sky. The clock tower   
  shows 30 years of additional age... [p87]

CLOSING LINE
  EXT. STREET
  // The DeLorean speeds down the street, then BLAST OFF INTO THE SKY  
  LIKE A STREAK!
  // Once again, the coils glow and the DeLorean is enveloped in the familiar  
  white glow and disappears into the future...
  // ROLL END TITLES
  // FADE OUT
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written by: 
Jason Micallef

genre: 
Comedy

year released: 
2011

directed by: 
Jim Field Smith

draft read:
08.01.2008

script length:
104 pages

IMDb PITcH 
In small-town Iowa, an adopted girl 
discovers her talent for butter carving 
and finds herself pitted against an ambi-
tious local woman in their town’s annual 
contest. 

JASOn MIcALLEF PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. Butter (2011)
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. IOWA STATE FAIRE - GRAND HALL - DAY
  // A WOMAN ascends a GRAND ESCALATOR.
  //  LAURA PICKLER (V.O.)
   What’s our secret? [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  A YOUNG BLACK GIRL rides her bike down a long dirt driveway toward a  
  yellow house. She has multi-colored barrettes in her hair and a white   
  wicker basket attached to her bike.
  // This is DESTINY, age 12. She’s adorable. [p1]

MONTAGE 
    LAURA (V.O.)
   And it used to be that in this country 
   the best always won.
  // ASSEMBLY LINE
  // STICK	after	STICK	of	yellow	BUTTER	floats	by	a	conveyor	belt.	We	move	
  on one sad deformed stick of butter.
  //   LAURA (V.O. CONT’D)
   Well, times have changed.
  // Another WORKER grabs the deformed stick of butter and throws it in   
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  the TRASH. (p1)

OPENING CREDITS
  OPENING TITLES --
      // Butter:
       Picker Vs. Destiny
  // Over the credits: GIANT IMAGINARY BUTTER SCULPTURES rise up out  
	 	 of	the	cornfields	like	the	statues	at	Easter	Islan	-	Johnny	Appleseed,	Paul		
  Bunyon, The Liberty Bell, Celine Dion, Nancy Reagan, etc. [p4]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  This is LAURA PICKLER and her age is none of your business. [p6]

MID-CONVERSATION
  We catch him mid-joke:
     //  ORVAL
    -and so Helen handed me the casserole and 
    I took one bite and said ‘honey, I’m sorry but I can 
    believe it’s not butter’. [p11]

FOOTAGE
  The lights lower and a crappy homemade iMovie swirls on screen.
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  // INSERT MOVIE: a BUTTER FAN talks to the camera. [p12]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INSERT GRAINY VHS VIDEO -- A YOUNGER BOB carves a butter 
  sculpture of Ronald Reagan riding a horse. [p12]

VISUAL NOTE
  Laura	speaks.	She’s	in	her	living-room,	fresh	flowers	behind	her	and	the			
	 	 shot	is	filmed	with	a	soft-focus	Vaseline	lens	like	when	they	do	movie		 	
  promos on E!.[p15]

REACTION SHOT
  Bob snaps out of the shock of the moment and comes around [p17]

NOTE
  INT. ROSIE’S II GENTLEMAN’S LOUNGE - SAME
  // A 19 year-old woman works the pole (NOTE: no nudity please, it’s not   
  that kind of movie. ) [p24]

SUGGESTED SEX
  EXT. ROSIE’S II PARKING LOT - SAME
  // The minivan’s windows are all steamed up and it rocks from side to   
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  side [p27]

TIME PASSING
  We can tell some time has passed because the autumn leaves have begun   
  to fall. [p29]

TITLE CARD
  EXT. JOHNSON COUNTY MOON LODGE - DAY
  // INSERT TITLE CARD -- ‘Sign-ups’ [p38]

ENVIRONMENT
  INT. JOHNSON COUNTY MOON LODGE  - SAME
  // Basically, a hallway with a card table set up, but Laura enters like she’s  
  at Buckingham Palace for her coronation. [p39]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  The parking lot’s been full for a while but now we can see the road leading  
  to the Moose Lodge is bumper	to	bumper	to	traffic. 
  // Hayden	and	the	kids	weave	through	the	traffic	on	their	bikes.	[p96]
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REMINDER TO READER
  A group of WEBELOS (young boy Scouts) has come on an outing to check   
  the progress. Hayden (he kindly gave Destiny his pencil at SCHOOL)   
  is there too. [p51]

HOLDING INFORMATION
  LAURA --
  // steps out of the cooler. She’s a vision again, barely worked up a sweat.   
  (we don’t see her completed piece yet.) [p52]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Laura sits in front of the computer, wearing a fancy red dress. She stares  
  at the screen, types something. 
  // INSERT - The Youtube Homepage
  // Laure	finds	something	(we	don’t	see	it)	and	seems	pleased.	[p66]

P.O.V
  SLOW MOTION; LAURA’s P.O.V: Nancy pins the BLUE RIBBON on Destiny’s  
  shirt. [p63]
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CAMERA MOVEMENT
  We track through the dark empty showroom. Pass that, we see a LIGHT on  
	 	 in	a	back	office.	And	then	we	hear	SEX	MOANS.	
  // Instead of heading down the hall, we slowly focus on a LIFESIZE CAR  
  BOARD CUT-OUT of BOYD that reads
  // “Bolton Ford: we’re all about service.” [p72]

BACKGROUND/FOREGROUND
  Boyd sits inside the yellow Mustang that’s on display in the showroom.   
  Through the window, we see Laura’s Suburban pull away. [p73]

GROUP TALK
  This sets off a shouting match of accusations and anger amidst everyone   
  except Destiny. It escalates, Destiny quietly stands up.
  //    DESTINY
     I’ll do it
  // The crowd quiets down [p81]

CLOSE-UPS 
  It’s dark, illuminated only by a few EXIT signs. 
  // The FRONT DOOR jiggles a bit. Then a bit HARDER. Finally, it FLIES   
  open. We see a FIGURE.
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  // Then FOOTSTEPS. 
  // Then the door to Destiny’s cooler CREAKS OPEN.
  // And then, from outside the cooler, all we see is the HOT, BLUE FLAME   
  from a creme brulee torch light up Destiny’s butter art. 
  // CLOSE ON the face of the child in Destiny’s sculpture as it SLOWLY   
  MELTS AWAY.
  // The	flame	EXTINGUISHES	[p97]

CLOSING LINE
  As they ride out of frame, we stay with the cow. We get closer. And closer.  
  And closer. 
  // The cow looks at us, thinking her deep, deep cow thoughts, until we   
  FADE OUT. 

      THE END 
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IMDb PITcH 
In 2027, in a chaotic world in which hu-
mans can no longer procreate, a former 
activist agrees to help transport a mirac-
ulously pregnant woman to a sanctuary 
at sea, where her child’s birth may help 
scientists save the future of humankind. 

written by: 
Alfonso Cuaron 
Timothy J. Sexton

genre: 
Science-Fiction

year released: 
2006

directed by: 
Alfonso Cuaron

draft:
N-A

script length:
127 pages

ALFOnSO cUAROn PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. Love in the Time of Hysteria (1991)
2. Y Tu Mama Tambien (2001)
3. Children of Men (2006)
4. Gravity (2013)

CHILDrEN oF MEN

TIMOTHY J. SExTOn PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1. Children of Men (2006)
2. Libertador (2013)
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OPENING LINE 
  OVER BLACK, a news report:
    // TV VOICE
   ...the world was stunned today by the death of 
   Diego Ricardo, the youngest person on the 
   planet... [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  INT. CAFE -- DAY   
  // A man enters the coffee shop, making his way through the people: 
  THEO FARON (55). Detached, unkempt, scruffy beard, glasses, Theo is 
  a veteran of hopelessness. He gave up before the world did. [p1]

FOOTAGE
  ON TV: Stock footage of Diego’s life. His baby portrait... video footage of   
	 	 Diego	learning	to	walk...	Diego	(8),	at	his	first	communion...	Diego	(14)		 	
	 	 ambushed	by	paparazzi...	[p1]

WRITTEN INFO ON SCREEN
   EXT. CAFE -- DAY 
  // Theo walks out with his coffee, facing the day. People walking along   
  quiely, bundled up. Some with dogs. It’s cold. It’s wet. It’s sad. It’s London. 
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  // SUPER: LONDON, 2024 A.D. [p2]

ENVIRONMENT
  INT. QUIETUS AUDITORIUM -- DAY
  // Rolling clouds across a glorious blue sky, touched with colors of a gently  
  fading sun, a glimpse of heaven. You almost don’t notice the pixels. [p27]
  The room is naked, peelings walls, broken window panes, a rough mat on   
	 	 the	floor.	Cold	enough	to	see	your	breath.	[p85]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  JASPER PALMER was young in the 60s, and has refused to let go of his   
  youth ever since. Thick glasses, wispy beard, long hair, he is probably the  
  coolest 75-year-old on the planet. [p4]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. JASPER’S HOUSE -- NIGHT
  // The Stones “Ruby Tuesday” plays. JANICE (70) sits in a chair, staring   
  ahead. She was young in the 60’s, and now is old. The light is gone from   
  her eyes, her face a blank mask. [p8]
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CAR SCENE FROM OUTSIDE 
  A car crosses, its headlights cutting through the darkening blue, passing   
  machinery rusting on the fallow land. A Volvo Sedan circa 2009, not mint  
  but still reliable. 
         //JASPER (OFF)
     Many get killed? 
  // CONTINUED:
      // THEO (OFF)
     I don’t know. Fuck, the place was packed. [p4/5]

CAR SCENE FROM EXT. TO INT.
      // THEO (OFF)
     Fuck knows. My ears are still ringing. 
      // JASPER (OFF)
     You mean the “eeeeeee”?
  // INT. JASPER’S CAR - DRIVING -- CONTINUOUS
  // Jasper watching his mirros, navigating the sparse road. Theo in the   
  front seat, massaging his ears.
      // JASPER 
      (continues)
     .... “eeeeeeeee”? [p5]
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PHOTO DESCRIPTION
  Among the photos on the wall, one taken at a demonstration catches   
  Theo’s attention: a younger Janice and Jasper, locking arms with Theo,   
	 	 defiant	and	long-haired,	and	a	young	woman	with	the	same	attitude.	Theo		
  cares a 2 year-old boy in a baby backpack. A placard for “Global 
  Democracy” can be read behind them. [p11]

REFLECTION
  Reflected	in	the	windows:	CLICK!	a	light	on	a	side	table	goes	on.	A	form		 	
  gets up slowly, sitting up on a bed... it’s Theo, shaking out the cobwebs,   
  his head foggier than London. [p11]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Theo standing in front of the mirror after his shower. The bathroom is   
  small, dank, uncared for. Theo wipes the mist off the mirror, seeing 
	 	 himself.	Reflected	in	the	mirror,	he	sees	something	on	the	wall	behind		 	
  him. He turns:
  // AN OLD PHOTO [p44]

P.O.V
  INT. KIDNAPPER’S ROOM -- DAY
  // Blackness
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     // VOICES
     Not so tight... bring some water... put your
     hood on...
  // The burlap sack comes off. Newspapers glued on the walls, covering   
  them over. Theo is cuffed to a chair. A light shines in his face. A Tall Man   
  in a mask holding it. [p14]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Our bus is parked behind another bus. The Check Point is wired off with a  
	 	 major	steel	fence,	trimmed	with	razor	wire.	
  // From the bus in front, Police violently yank off three refugees, vicious   
  dogs barking at them. [p79]

SILENT CONVERSATION
     THEO
    You’re Luke Grissom, right?
     (no response)
    The priest. I met you before. At
    that London thing. 
  // Silence. The two men remembering London. [p19]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Teddy looks at Theo-- silently acknowledging his friend’s rough time.   
  [p24]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Theo looks at Julian, then turns away, anguished at the sight of her 
  violent death. Trying to catch his breath. And the whole thing sinks in,   
  the pain welling, overcoming him.[p42]

CHARACTER REVEAL
  INT. MODERN TATE MUSEUM - CHECK POINT -- DAY
  // Theo crosses through a body scanner. A screen outlines his skeleton   
	 	 and	solid	objects,	zipper,	coins,	his	flask.	[p21]

THEATER
  INT. MOVIE THEATRE -- NIGHT
  // ON THE SCREEN: “A Hard Day’s Night.” The four lads escaping from a   
  hoard of fans...
     // Beatles
     (singing)
    “Can’t buy me love...”
  // Theo pushes through a thick red curtain, entering the mostly empty   
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  theater. He walks down the aisle. He takes a seat.
  // ON THE SCREEN: An empty treeless park, the lads frolicking gleefully,   
  falling all over each other. Goofy abandon. [p25]

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
  Theo feels a yank on his shirt. He turns: it’s a withered old COUPLE,   
	 	 filthy,	pitiful,	hungry.	The	Old	Woman	puts	her	fingers	to	her	mouth,	the		 	
  universal plea for food, speaking in a language Theo cannot understand,   
  probably German. [p78]

LIGHTING
	 	 BLAM!	BLAM!	BLAM!	Through	the	darkness,	fierce	flashes	of	gunfire		 	
  screams. [p114]

EXPLOSION
  Theo	takes	out	a	flask	from	his	pocket,	unscrews	the	top,	about	to	pour	it			
  into his coffee, when behind him--
  // KA-BOOM! A BOMB EXPLODES inside the cafe, blowing out the 
  windows, rocking the ground. 
  // Theo reels with the blast, knocked off balance...
  // Smoke pours through the shattered facade of the cafe. Wails of PAIN,   
  as people stagger out, covered in residue, holding their wounds, bleeding.
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  A woman missing an arm.[p2]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  KA-BOOM.	The	thank	recoils	with	the	blast	as	the	second	floor	window	
  explodes, a concussive blow that rips a gasping scar in the side of the  
   building. 
  // INT. BURNED OUT DOUBLE-DECKER
  // Theo reacts to the blast
     // THEO
     Shit. [p115]

CLOSING LINE
  But Theo doesn’t move.
  // The wooden vessel approaching, nets and gear -- A FISHING BOAT.  
  The name painted on the stern. “THE TOMORROW”.
  // FADE OUT
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written by: 
Quentin Tarantino

genre: 
Western

year released: 
2012

directed by: 
Quentin Tarantino

draft read:
NA

pages 
179 pages

IMDb PITcH 
With the help of a German bounty hunt-
er, a freed slave sets out to rescue his 
wife from a brutal Mississippi plantation 
owner.
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FEATURE FILMS
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OPENING LINE 
  EXT - COUNTRYSIDE - BROILING HOT DAY
  //	As	the	film’s	OPENING	CREDIT	SEQUENCE	plays,	complete	with	its	own		
  SPAGHETTI WESTERN THEME SONG, we see SEVEN shirtless and 
  shoeless BLACK MALE SLAVES connected together with LEG IRONS, 
  being run by TWO WHITE MALE HILLBILLIES on HORSEBACK. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTERFIRST MENTION 
  One of the seven slaves is our hero DJANGO... he’s fourth in the leg iron   
  line. We may see or may not notice a tiny small “r” burned into his cheek   
  (“r” for runaway), but we can’t help but notice his back which has been   
  SLASHED TO RIBBONS by Bull Whip Beatings. [p1]

MONTAGE
  As the Operatice Opening Theme Song plays, we see a MONTAGE of misery  
  and pain, as Django and the Other men are walked through blistering sun,  
  pounding rain, and moved along by the end of a whip. Bare feet step on   
  hard rock, and slosh through mud puddles. Leg Irons take the skin    
  off ankles. [p1]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  MONTAGE
	 	 Dr.	Schultz	in	a	big	city,	buying	Django	a	new	saddle.	Django	gets	his	first		
  initial “D” etched into it. The men go to different stores to purchase 
	 	 Django’s	wardrobe.	The	outfit	bought,	is	selected	by	Django,	with	
	 	 suggestions	offered	by	Schultz.	When	he’s	done,	Django	looks	damn	
  handsome in his new duds. Brown cowboy boots, Green Corduroy Jacket,  
  Smokey Grey Shirt, Tan Skin Tight Pants, and Light Brown Cowboy Hat.   
  He looks a bit like Elvis in “Flaming Star” and a Little Joe Cartwright on   
	 	 “Bonanza”.	However,	tellingly,	he	keeps	Ace	Speck’s	Winter	Coas	as			 	
  his winter coat. [p42]

FLASHBACK
  As THE CREDITS play, DJANGO has a SPAGHETTI WESTERN     
  FLASHBACK. Now Spaghetti Western Flashbacks are never pretty, it’s   
	 	 usually	the	time	in	the	film	when	the	lead	character	thinks	back	to	the		 	
	 	 most	painful	memory	inflicted	on	him	or	his	loved	ones	from	evil		 	 	
  characters from his past. In this instance, we see Django in a SLAVE PEN  
  at the Greenville Auction. [p1]
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ROAD SIGN
  As they continue to converse, they start heading downhill toward a 
  western town. They pass by a sign that says; “WELCOME TO DAUGHTREY,  
  TEXAS.” [p11]

TIME CUT
       SALOON KEEPER
     Whoa! What the hell you think you doin’
     boy, get that nigger outta here.
  // TIME CUT
  // EXT - SALON - MORNING
  //	It’s	about	five	minutes	later,	and	the	Salon	Keeper	comes	running	out	of		
  the bar to get the Sheriff. [p13/14]

COSTUME
  EXT - TENNESSEE COUNTRY ROAD - DAY
  //	Django	and	Dr	Schultz,	who	by	now	have	ridden	quite	a	few	miles	
  together, ride their horses in the Tennessee countryside, on the way to   
	 	 Gatlinburg.	Dr	Schultz	is	dressed	in	one	of	his	nearly	identical	grey	
	 	 business	suits,	and	Django	is	still	dressed	in	his	slave	pants,	Schultz’s	
  button down dress shirt, and Ace Speck’s winter coat. Somewhere along   
  the way a pair of shoes have appeared on his feet. [p21]
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REFLECTION
  Big John breaks his whip stride, looks up, and in a discarded full length   
  broken mirror from the big house, laying abandoned against the stable   
  wall, he sees DJANGO, dressed in his powder blue satin Little Lord    
	 	 Flauntleroy	outfit,	surrounded	by	his	pack	of	little	French	Bulldogs.	[p32]

INSERT
   EXT - A TENNESSEE LAKE - NIGHT
  //	INSERT:	Dr	Schultz’s	SADDLE	BAG;	the	doctor’s	hands	remove	THREE		
  STICK OF DYNAMITE from it.
  // INSERT: the doctor’s HANDS bind the three sticks of dynamite together.
  // INSERT: The Three Sticks are WRAPPED UP in a a BRIGHT YELLOW   
  BANDANA
  // INSERT: The Yellow Dynamite Sticks are buried in dirt about half way,   
  with the yellow part protruding from out of the ground. [p36/36]

P.O.V
  CU SPENCER BENETT
  lying on his belly in the grass
      // SPENCER BENNETT
     That’s them sonabiches
  // SPENCER’S POV:
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	 	 We	see	the	camp	by	the	lake	that	Dr.	Schultz	and	Django	have	set	up.	Both		
  wrapped up in bedrolls. The dead bodies of the Brittle Brothers lie by   
	 	 them	in	a	pile.	A	campfire	slowly	dims.	
  // We Cut Back to Spencer Bennett lying on his belly with SIX OTHERS 
  RIFLE CARING MEN observing the camp, from over a grade. [p37]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  SCOPE SIGHT POV
  The Yellow covered STICKS OF DYNAMITE protruding from the ground, 
  are inside the scope sight circle, Horse hooves step around it. [p40]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Django watches this.
  // DJANGO’S POV: From his wide shot perspective we see them yank the
  NAKED BROOMHILDA (incoherent) out of the hole. [p104]

GROUP TALK
  WE SEE A GROUP OF LINES CIRCLING COWBOYS ON HORSEBACK WITH   
  BAGS OVER THEIR HEADS: ‘Where are they, I can’t see” - “They tricked   
	 	 us”	-	“Did	somebody	fall”	-	“Where	the	hell	are	they”	-	“Y’all,	Redfish	fell	off		
  his horse. He’s kind hurt bad.” [p40]
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CLOSE-UP
  Then amongst the confusion...
  // WE SNAP ZOOM TO
  // A BIG TREE
  on the other side of the lake
  // Then quickly cut into The Tree
  // Till we’re in CU of Dr SCHULTZ
  with a SCOPE SIGHT RIFLE up to his eye [p40]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  REVENGE MUSIC PLAYS
  as we move into a Sergio Leone CU of DJANGO’S FACE [p104]

OFF SCREEN
  SPENCER BENNETT 
  we’re behind him as he rides away, OFF SCREEN we hear the whistling of  
  what sounds like an incoming missile. [p42]

TITLE CARD
  BLACK TITLE CARD
  // ACROSS THE SCREEN ONE LETTER AT A TIME STYLE
  (ala “Rocky” and “Flashdance”)
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     // MISSISSIPPI [p52]

NARRATOR
  They look at each other as Mr. Harmony continues to bid.
  // A LITERARY NARRATOR comes on the soundtrack.
     // NARRATOR (VO)
   On that day, eight months ago, the auction was won
   by Mike Harmony, as a birthday present for his fat boy son Scotty.   
   [p57]

DIALOG IN MOVEMENT
  They walk through the club to get to the billiard room, as they do they say
      // Dr. SCHULTZ
    How long have you been associated with
    Mr. Candie? [p73]

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
  Dr	Schultz	says	in	FRENCH	SUBTITLED	IN	ENGLISH;
      // Dr SCHULTZ
      (FRENCH)
    What ever he prefers. [p74]
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CLUE TO AUDIENCE 
  Around now the audience may start noticing DOG BARKING in the 
  distance [p82]

ENVIRONMENT
  EXT - THE GROUNDS OF CANDYLAND - DAY
  // The caravan starts to approach Candyland. Calvin Candie and his sister  
  own the fourth biggest cotton plantation in the state of Mississippi. As the  
	 	 parade	gets	closer	we	see	fields	of	cotton,	and	fields	of	SLAVES	picking	it.	
  // The audience might of been expecting Candyland to be a hell on earth,   
	 	 Auscwhitz,	Andersonville,	Yuma	Prison,	a	Mexican	prison	in	a	
  Sergio Corbucci Spaghetti Western...
  //	INSTEAD...	CANDYLAND	is	very	beautiful.	The	fields	of	cotton,	the	way		
  the trees hang green vines over everything. It’s full of nature and natures  
  vibrant colors, and a broiling hot sun to see it all in. [p89]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  Directly	above	Lara	Lee,	on	the	third	floor	balcony	over	hand,	out	steps...
  // STEPHEN
  eyeing Calvin and the approaching caravan.
  // Who’s STEPHEN? Stephen is a very old blackman, who with his bold   
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  pate, and tufts of white curly hair on the sides, looks like a character out   
  of Dickens - if Dickens wrote about House Niggers in the Antebellum   
  South.
  // Stephen has been Calvin’s slave since he was a little boy.And in 
  (almost) every way is the 2nd most powerful person at Candyland. Like   
  the characters Basil Rathbone would play in swashbucklers, evil, 
	 	 scheming,	intriguing	men,	always	trying	to	influence	and	manipulate	
  power for their own self-interest. Well, that describes Stephen to a tree.
  // The Basil Rathbone of House Niggers. [p91]

MUSIC
	 	 WE	DISSOLVE	to	later,	as	we	see	Dr	Schultz	and	Django	explain	what		 	
  they’re doing there, who they’re pretending to be, and what their plan is   
  to Broomhilda. We hear a woman whistle a soft pretty tune on the    
  soundtrack. It’s not a happy tune... per se. But it’s pretty, and vaguely 
  optimistic... [p111]

FROM SOUNDTRACK TO SOURCE MUSIC
  DISSOLVE TO BROOMHILDA SETTING THE DINNER TABLE
  in the dining room of The Big House with its knives, spoons and forks.   
  She’s all by herself as she goes through this duty.
  // The whistling tune we’ve been listening to has been coming from    
  Broomhilda whislting as she sets the table.
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  // Suddenly out of the darkness of the background appears Stephen.
      // STEPHEN
    What you whistlin’, girl?
  // Broomhilda stops whistling and spins surprised in Stephen’s direction.  
  [p111]

GROUP DESCRIPTION
  INT - DINING ROOM (BIG HOUSE) - NIGHT
  // Later that evening, Django and a lot of other white people (Calvin 
	 	 Candie,	Lara	Lee,	Moguy	and	Dr.	Schultz)	sat	around	the	dinner	table.		 	
  They are being served by the black people we’ve come to know at 
	 	 Candyland	(Stephen,	Cora	and	because	Dr.	Schultz	likes	her,	Broomhilda.)		
  [p112]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EVERYBODY, except for LARA LEE is READY:
    // DJANGO      ACE WOODY
    // STEPHEN     MOGUY
    // BROWN      CODY
       // LARE LEE
  // THE PEOPLE watching on the side:
    // BARTHOLOMEN  SAMSON   BROOMHILDA
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    // CORA    GOLDIE  TIMMY [p164]

MID-CONVERSATION
  We pick-up the conversation in mid-negotiation. 
       Dr. SCHULTZ
	 	 	 	 Look	Monsieur	Candie,	they	were	all	fine	specimens,
    no doubt about it. But the best three, by far, were Sampson,
    Goldie, and Eskimo Joe. - By the way, why’s he called Eskimo 
    Joe? [p112/113]

TRANSITION
  The room comes to its senses and attacks Django and Broomhilda.
           // FADE TO BLACK
  We FADE UP FROM BLACK to see:
  // The soles of Django’s bare feet. A rope is tied around the ankles, and it’s  
  obvious he’s been stung up, upside down. [p131/132]

CHARACTER REVEAL
  Unlike a lof of movie hero’s, Django doesn’t take torture silently and 
  stoically. This shit fucking hurts, so you best believe he screams his   
  fucking ass off, and twists in agony when he gets touched by the orange   
  tip of that red hot poker. [p137]
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REMINDER TO READER
  Django digs into his tan pants and pulls out the folded up Smitty Bacall   
	 	 handhill	that	Dr.	Schultz	told	him	to	hang	on	to	for	good	luck.	[p145]

FIGHT
  The	two	men	fight	until	they	end	up	losing	their	weapons.	Then	it’s	just	a		
	 	 fight	of	brute	strength,	and	survival.	Mr.	Stonesipher	is	physically	bigger		
  than Django. But if Django’s going to save Broomhilda, not to mention get  
  revenge on all these Candyland motherfuckers, he has to take 
  Stonesipher’s ass out. [p154]

CLOSING LINE
  They Kiss.
  // Then, astride Tony, Django leaves Candyland having rescued his 
	 	 Broomhilda	from	the	Mountains,	her	Ring	of	Hellfire,	and	all	her	Dragon’s.
      
      // WRITTEN and DIRECTED
        by
      QUENTIN TARANTINO
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written by: 
Charlie Kaufman
Michel Gondry

genre: 
Sci-fi Romance

year released: 
2004

directed by: 
Michel Gondry

draft read:
2003

pages 
120 pages

IMDb PITcH 
A couple undergo a procedure to erase 
each other from their memories when 
their relationship turns sour, but it is only 
through the process of loss that they 
discover what they had to begin with.
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. PUBLISHING HOUSE RECEPTION AREA - DAY
  // It’s grand and moder. Random House - Knopf Taschen is etched on   
  the wall in large gold letters. An old woman enters carrying a tattered   
  manuscript, maybe a thousand pages. She seems haunted, hollow-eyed,   
  sickly. The young receptionist, dressed in a shiny, stretchy one-piece   
  pantsuit, looks up. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
	 	 The	door	opens	and	Clementine	enters.	She’s	in	her	early	thirties,	zaftig	in		
  a faux-fur winter coat over an orange hooded sweatshirt. She’s decidedly  
  funky and has blue hair. [p2]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  The platform is crowded with business commuters. Joel is among them.   
  He is in his 30’s, gaunt, and holding a briefcase. The platform across the   
  tracks from him is empty. Suddenly he turns and makes his way    
  through the crowd. He climbs the stairs, crosses the overpass to the   
  empty platform. Joel gets on and watches the business      
  commuters through the dirty window as his train pulls out     
  of the station. [p6]
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ENVIRONMENT
	 	 Every	doctor’s	office	waiting-room:	chairs	againts	the	wall,	magazines	on		
  end tables, a sad-looking potted plant, generic seascape paintings on the   
 walls. The receptionist, Mary 25, can be seen typing in the reception area.   
	 Behind	her	are	shelves	and	shelves	of	medical	files.	[p2]	

TIME PASSING
  EXT - BEACH - DAY
  // Joel wanders the windy, empty beach with his briefcase. He passes an   
  old man with a metal detector. They nod at each other. 
  // Later: Joel looks out at the ocean
  // Later: Joel sits on a rock and pulls out a notebook. He opens it and   
  writes with a gloved hand.[p7]

DREAM DESCRIPTION
  EXT . STREET - CONTINUOUS
  // It’s a street you might see in a dream, more an impression of a quiet   
  street than an actual one, with what little detail there is obscured in 
  darkness. Joel wanders it. In the distance, Clementine walks off, but as in  
  an animated loop, she doesn’t get any further away. It’s lonely. [p45]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. KITCHEN - DAY
  // The	kitchen	is	dated	and	vague.	Joel	and	Clementine	in	an	oversized		 	
  playpen; they’re adults but small. Joel wears footsie pajamas with some   
  vague little animals on them. He holds a red furry huckleberry    
	 	 hound	doll.	Clementine	is	still	in	her	panties	and	bra.	An	oversized	woman		
  in high heels, seen from a low angle, hurries back and forth preparing   
  dinner. [p61]

SEX
  INT. JOEL’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
  // Joel and Naomi are in bed having sex. There are certain sexual 
  routines, habits they have fallen back into almost immediately. She sticks  
  her tongue in his ear in a way that’s trying to be sexual but just feels 
	 	 emberrassing	to	him.	They	finish	and	lie	there.	[p104]

MONTAGE
  MONTAGE
  // We	see	people	going	to	their	mailboxes,	finding	manila	envelopes.	One		 	
  by one they open the envelopes and pull out tapes. We see stunned,    
  confused, disbelieving reactions as people listen to their tapes. [p108]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  MONTAGE
  // We see the people we saw opening the envelopes, now on the phone.  We  
  hear over and over: “It this true?”, “Did this really happen?”. “Do I know   
  you?”, “Is it true?” [p109]

CLOSING LINE
      OLD MAN’S VOICE
     Hi, it’s Joel. What’s going on Clem? Why won’t you call 
     me back? Please call me. We need to speak. 
  // The machine clicks off. One of the technicians reaches over and presses  
  the “erase” button on the machine. 
  // BLACK
  // END 
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IMDb PITcH 
An insomniac office worker looking for 
a way to change his life crosses paths 
with a devil-may-care soap maker and 
they form an underground fight club that 
evolves into something much, much 
more...
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OPENING LINE 
  SCREEN BLACK
     // JACK (V.O.)
   People were always asking me, did I 
   know Tyler Durden. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  INT. SOCIAL ROOM - TOP FLOOR OF HIGH RISE -- NIGHT
  // TYLER has one arme around Jack’s shoulder; the ohter hand holds a   
  HANDGUN with a barrel lodged in JACK’S MOUTH. Tyler is sitting in   
  Jack’s lap. 
  // They are both sweating and dishelved, both around 30; Tyler is blond,   
  handsome, and Jack, brunette, is appealing in a dry sort of way. [p1]

FROM CU TO WIDE
  PULL BACK from Jack’s face. It’s pressed against TWO LARGE BREASTS   
  that belong to... BOB, 45, a moose of a man. Jack is engulfed by Bob in an   
  intense embrace. Bob weeps openly.
     // JACK (V.O.)
   Bob had bitch tits.
  // PULL BACK to wide on...
  // INT. CHURCH MEETING ROOM-NIGHT [p2]
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CAMERA MOVEMENT
     JACK 
    (into phone)
   Yes, I’d like to order the Erika Pekkari slip covers.
  // Jack	drops	the	open	catalog	on	the	floor.
  // MOVE IN ON CATALOG -- ON PHOTO OF COFFEE TABLE SET... [p4]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Everyone paired-off. MOVE THROUGH ROOM... FIND JACK’S FACE as he   
  stares... MOVE THROUGH ROOM... FIND MARLA’S FACE. She’s    
  drinking coffee. smoking a cigarette. [p10]

FANTASY SET
  A dining-room set APPEARS. Jack, the cordless phone still glued to his   
  ear, walks INTO FRAME and continues. [p5]

INNER VISUALIZATION 
  INT. CAVE - JACK’S IMAGINATION
  // Jack walks along, moving through an ICE CAVERN...
     // LEADER’S VOICE
    That’s right. You’re going deeper into your cave.
	 	 	 	 And	you’re	going	to	find	your	power	animal...
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  // Jack comes upon a PENGUIN. The penguin looks at him, cocks his head  
  to signal Jack forward. [p9]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  MARLA SINGER enters. She has short matte black hair and big, dark eyes  
  like a character from japanese animation. [p10]

MOS (MIT OUT SOUND)
  Jack	sets	his	wallet	off	the	floor,	pulls	out	another	card	and,	MOS	over	the		
  following, he reads it into the phone.
     // JACK (V.O.)
   Next group, after guided meditation, after we open our
   chakras, when it’s time to hug, I’m going to grab that little bitch,   
  Marla Singer, pin her arms against her sides and say...
  // INT. MEETING - ROOM - NIGHT - JACK’S IMAGINATION
  // CLOSE ON JACK as he CLAMPS his arms around Marla/
     // JACK
   Marla, you liar, you big tourist, I need this. Get out. [p11]

CROSSING TRAFFIC
  HONK!	Jack	starts.	Marla’s	led	him	into	the	street	with	traffic	barreling			
  down. 
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  // Marla walks on, oblivious as CARS screech to a halt, HORNS BLARING.  
  Jack dashes, following... [p17]

ROOM TRANSITION 
  Jack watches her go. A moment, then he follows after...
  // EXT. SIDEWALK - CONTINUOUS
  // Jack hesitates, unsure, then run/walks to catch up to her... [p18]

MONTAGE
  INT. AIRPLANE CABIN - DAY
  // The plane touches down; the cabin BUMPS. Jack’s eyes open.
     // JACK (V.O.)
    You wake up at O’Hare
  // INT. AIRPLANE CABIN - DAY
  // Jack snaps awake again, looking around, disoriented. 
     // JACK (V.O.)
    You wake up at SeaTac[p19]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. AIRPLANE CABIN - IN FLIGHT - NIGHT
  // Jack sits next to a frumpy WOMAN. They chat. Jack turns to look at his  
  food, takes a bite. He turns back and it’s...
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  // ... a BALD MAN next to him, talking. Jack takes another bite and it’s...
  //... a BUSINESS MAN next to him. Jack takes another bith, turns back   
  and it’s...
  //... a BUSINESS WOMAN next to him. [p20]

REACTION SHOT
  Jack’s face remains bland during the following: the plane BUCKLES -- the  
  cabin wobbles. People panic. Masks drop. [p23]

BACK TO REALITY
  DING! -- the seatbelt light goes OUT. Jack SNAPS AWAKE. EVERYTHING IS  
  NORMAL. Some passengers get out of their seats. [p23]

CLUE TO AUDIENCE 
  Jack sees, through the window, Tyler at the curb, throwing his briefcase   
  into the back of a shiny, red CONVERTIBLE. Tyler leaps over the door into  
  the driver’s seat and PEELS OUT. Jack turns away, look at the     
  Security TFM.
  // In the background, a HARRIED MAN dashes after Tyler and the    
  convertible, SCREAMING. [p26]
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FREEZE PICTURE
     TYLER
    I want you to hit me as hard as you can.
  // FREEZE PICTURE
     // JACK (V.O.)
    Let me tell you a little bit about Tyler Durden [p33]

BACKGROUND/FOREGROUND
  Jack, in the foreground, FACES CAMERA. In the BACKGROUND, Tyler sits  
  at a bench, looking at individual FRAMES cut from movies. Near him, a   
	 	 PROJECTOR	rolls	film.	[p33]

ENVIRONMENT
  A BOMB-SHELTER. Concrete walls. One BARE BULB above, Tyler standing  
  directly beneath it. [p43]

GROUP DYNAMIC
  The	guys	mill	around,	finding	partners.	Everyone	brims	with	eagerness,		 	
  but tries to act cool. CHATTER gets LOUDER. Everyone spreads out,   
  forming a circle, Tyler at center. [p43]
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SEX
  GRUNTS of PLEASURE and EXERTION. Glimpses of TORSOS, ASSES,   
  LEGS, ARMS, BREASTS and FEMALE HAIR, all DRENCHED in SWEAT.   
  Sheets RIP. Bodies hit the FLOOR. Insane GRUNTING and LAUGHING.   
	 	 A	flash	of	MARLA’S	FACE.	[p50]

SOUND OVERLAP
     TYLER
    (Whispering in Jack’s ear)
    Tell him...
  // Jack almost leaps out his skin, startled; looks to see Tyler, standing   
  right next to him. 
     // JACK
    Huh?
     // TYLER
    (overlap w/below)
   ‘The liberator who destroyed my property has re-aligned my 
   paradigm of perception.’
     // JACK
   Shhhhhh!
    (into phone, overlap w/above)
   I don’t know what to make of this, sir, I really don’t... [p60]
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TIME CUT
  From	the	dumpster,	Tyler	pulls	out	an	industrial-sized,	thick	plastic	bag		 	
  full of PINK GOO.
       //TYLER
   Paydirt. From society’s richest asses and thighs.
  // TIME CUT: Tyler and Jack climb back over the fence, carrying BAGS of  
  fat. One of Jack’s bags RIPS, spilling the goo down the chain-like fence.  
  [p65]

SHORTENED DIALOG
  EXT. PORCH - MORNING
  // Ricky’s there. Bob is now next to him, in black, with a paper bag in   
  hand, mattress at his feet. Tyler steps out. Jack stays in the doorway,   
  locking eyes on Bob. To all the following questions, Ricky answers ‘Sir!” --
       // TYLER
   You have two black shirts? Two pair black trousers? One pair black   
   boots? Two pair black socks? One black coat? Three hundred dollars  
   personal burial money? Go inside.
  // Ricky goes in. Tyler turns to Bob. [p99]
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RENAMING CHARACTER
  Tyler	and	Jack	stand	in	bathroom	doorway,	watching	Ricky	finish	
  SHAVING off all of his HAIR. Tyler comes to give the top of Ricky’s head a  
  sharp SLAP.
       // TYLER
   A monkey, ready to be shot into space. A Space Monkey, ready to   
	 	 	 sacrifice	himself	for	Project	Mayhem.
  // From here on, all those with shaved heads: “SPACE MONKEYS.” [p100]

FIGHT
           CUT TO:
  // INT. SECURITY OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
  // Banks of SECURITY MONITORS sit unmanned
  // ON	ONE	MONITOR:	Jack	is	seen	in	the	lobby,	on	the	floor,	alone,		 	 	
  wrestling himself. He swings his left hand up, punching empty air, then   
  swings his right hand -- PUNCHING himself in the side of the head. [p132]

CLOSING LINE
  The FILM SLOWS, then ADVANCES ONE FRAME at a TIME -- SHOWING   
  SPROCKET HOLES on the SIDES. EACH FRAME is an IMPLODING    
  BUILDING -- then, ONE FRAME IS A PENIS. Then, the IMPLODING    
  BUILDING -- then, ONE FRAME IS A PENIS. Then, the IMPLODING    
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  BUILDING again. SPEED UP the frames, LOSE the sprocket holes, RESUME  
  NORMAL SPEED...
         // FADE TO BLACK:
      END
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written by: 
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genre: 
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year released: 
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directed by: 
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pages 
109 pages

IMDb PITcH 
Will Hunting, a janitor at MIT, has a gift 
for mathematics but needs help from a 
psychologist to find direction in his life.
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OPENING LINE 
  FADE IN:
  // INT. BLARNEY STONE BAR & GRILLE, SOUTH BOSTON -- EVENING
  // The bar is dirty, more than a little run down. If there is ever a cook on   
  duty, he is not here now. As we pan across several empty tables, we    
	 	 can	almost	smell	the	odor	of	last	nights	beer	and	crushed	pretzels	on		 	
	 	 the	floor.	[p1]

MAIN CHARACTER  FIRST MENTION 
  The guy holding court is CHUCKIE SULLIVAN, 20, and the largest of the   
  bunch. He is loud, boisterous, a born entertainer. Next to him is WILL   
	 	 HUNTING,	20,	handsome	and	confident,	a	soft-spoken	leader.	On		 	 	
	 	 Will’s	right	sits		BILLY	MCBRIDE,	22,	heavy,	quiet,	someone	you	definitely		
  wouldn’t want to tangle with. Finally, there is MORGAN O’MALLY, 19,   
  smaller than the other guys. Wiry and anxious, Morgan listens to    
  Chuckie’s horror stories with eager disgust. [p1] 

OPENING CREDITS
  BLACKOUT:
  // Jorge Ben’s “Umba Badda Uma” immediately begins and the opening   
  credits roll. We see a panoramic view of South Boston.
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  // Will sits in his apartment, walls completely bare. A bed, a small night   
  table and an empty wastebasket adorn the room. A stack of twenty or so   
	 	 LIBRARY	BOOKS	sit	by	his	bed.	He	is	flipping	through	a	book	at	about	a		 	
  page a second.
  // We travel across crowded public housing and auto downtown. Finally,   
	 	 we	gaze	across	the	river	and	onto	the	great	cement-domed	buildings		 	
  that make up the M.I.T campus. [p3]

ENVIRONMENT
	 	 As	we	pan	across	Sean’s	small	appartment,	we	find	it	strewn	with	dirty		 	
  clothes and the sink full of dishes. Although if it weren’t for all the    
  clutter, the place would feel pretty bare. A framed sports ILLUSTRATED  
  cover featuring a screaming LARRY BIRD and entitled “CELTIC    
  PRIDE” hangs on the wall. Sean sits at the table next to another nearly   
  empty bottle of BUSHMILL’S IRISH WHISKEY. He is deep in thought.   
  [p48/49]

CLOSING LINE
  EXT. MASSACHUSETTS TURNPIKE -- SUNSET
  // Will is on the road, driving away. As we pull back and credits roll, the   
	 	 car	disappears	into	the	horizon.
     // THE END
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A love story between influential 
filmmaker Alfred Hitchcock and wife 
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in 1959.
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OPENING LINE
  FADE IN:
  EXT. MARSHLAND - DUSK
  // Clumps of grass smolder near a patch of pines. We move across the 
  embers and see dirt being shoveled on top to extinguish them. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION
  The camera pans until we discover:
  // ALFRED HITCHCOCK
  // in his trademark black Mariani suit. He’s been watching the whole   
	 	 thing,	standing	in	the	smouldering	field	only	a	few	feet	away,	sipping		 	
  at a cup of tea... [p2]

CAMERA MOVEMENT
  Lew hustles them through the throng of REPORTERS AND 
  PHOTOGRAPHERS under their BLACK UMBRELLAS.  // HOLDING ON   
  HITCHCOCK // montionless and quietly devastated as FLASHBULBS   
  CRACKS over his face. [p4]

ANGLES
  A GOD’S EYE view, looking down, as Hitchcock stares up the metal rods   
  SPINNING NOISILY on the metal rod. [p8]
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REFLECTION
  At the sound of a bedroom bureau being opened, Hitch’s eyes shift to the  
  FULL-LENGTH MIRROR on the bathroom door.  
  // IN THE MIRROR 
  //	We	catch	fleeting	glimpses	of	Alma	in	a	white	half-slip	and	matching		 	
  bra. [p7]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  OUTER OFFICE - A MOMENT LATER 
  // Out of focus, in the bed behind, is Augusta Gein 
  // Ed hums and we stay on his face as he dresses her [p16]

REACTION SHOT 
  INT. SCREENING-ROOM - DAY 
  WE PLAY THIS SCENE ONLY OVER THE FACES OF A SMALL     
  INVITED AUDIENCE-- THEIR EXPRESSIONS TELL US THAT THE    
  FOOTAGE THEY ARE SEEING IS NOT GOING VERY WELL. NOT AT    
  ALL. [p46] 

PARTY DESCRITPTION  
  SERVERS pour champagne and cocktails for DINNER 
  PARTY GUESTS chatting beneath Paul Klee paintings while a PIANO TRIO  
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  plays a swing version of Al Jolson’s ‘My Mammy’. [p21]

GROUP DESCRIPTION 
	 	 FOUR	CONSERVATIVELY	ATTIRED	EXECUTIVES	in	suits	flank	him	on		 	
  either side. [24]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  He sits at the head of a big table with TWO ASSISTANTS. Sitting opposite   
  are Hitchcock, Peggy and several silent PARAMOUNT EXECUTIVES. [34]

SIGN  
  The intimidating plaque for “THE MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION CODE   
  OFFICE” on the wall. [33]

TRANSITION
  THE ROW OF GLOSSY PERFECT BLONDES

DISSOLVES TO
  INT. CASTING OFFICE CORRIDOR - DAY
  // A ROW OF PERFECT DARK-HAIRED MEN [p37]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  She turns onto her side away from him. Pulls the blankets around her,   
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  her eyes still WIDE OPEN. 
 //ALFRED HITCHCOCK (PRE-LAP)

You think you can get away with it but you can’t--
  // Alma’s eyes become HITCHCOCK’S EYES, staring ahead, intentely. [p54] 

P.O.V.
  Hitch turns to look out the window, thoughtful -- Hitch’s POV. It’s 
  SNOWING outside. [p86]

MONTAGE
  A series of quick shots as the editing room comes to life: CANS OF FILM   
  ARE BROUGHT IN BY ASSISTANTS, STRIPS OF CELULOID ARE PULLED   
  OUT, INSPECTED AND MAKED WITH CHALK WHILE OTHERS ARE    
  SPLICED TOGETHER. [p85]

SILENT CONVERSATION
  Hitchs turns to his wife as if to say, “Now, isn’t that impres sive?” Alma   
  smiles ‘politely’. [p41]
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CLOSING LINE
  ALFRED HITCHCOCK NEVER WON AN OSCAR. IN 1979, WHEN HE 
  ACCEPTED THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE’S LIFE ACHIEVEMENT   
  AWARD, HE DEDICATED THE HONOR TO HIS WIFE, SAYING, “I SHARE   
   MY AWARD, AS I HAVE MY LIFE, WITH ALMA.” 
            // FADE OUT
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Guilt-stricken after a job gone wrong, 
hitman Ray and his partner await orders 
from their ruthless boss in Bruges, 
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wants to be.
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OPENING LINE 
  EXT. BRUGES STREET - NIGHT
  // Various shots of the empty, cobbled-stoned, other wordly streets of 
	 	 Bruges,	Belgium.	It’s	winter,	and	a	freezing	fog	covers	everything:	the	
  Gothic churches, the narrow canals, their odd little bridges. We could be in 
	 	 any	period	of	the	last	five	hundred	years.	We	happen	to	be	in	the	present	
  day. RAY speaks all over this. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION
  EXT. BRUGES STREET - DAY
  // KEN and RAY walking through the pretty Christmas tide streets. From  
  Minewater Park to the Burg; past quaint chocolate shops, past horse and   
  carts, past canal boats, past tourists taking photos of all these. 
  // KEN, map in hand, is quite enjoying the novelty of the place. RAY, in a   
  sulk, keeps his head down, barely looking at anything.[p1]

ENVIRONMENT 
  INT. HOTEL LOBBY - DAY
  // A	small	(five	room)	family-run	place;	a	breakfast	room	off	the	lobby,	a		 	
	 	 narrow	set	of	carpeted	stairs	to	the	first	(and	only)	floor,	and	a	small	front		
  desk that nobody’s at. [p2]
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GLIMPSE
  As KEN closes the paper we glimpse the edge of a headline, reading “... IN  
  SHOOTING DEATH OF A PRIEST.” [p6]

SIGHT SEEING
  EXT. GRUUTHUSE MUSEUM/ENVIRONS - NIGHT
  // They wander the beautifully lit buildings, sculptures and little bridges   
  around the museum, KEN consulting his guide book, RAY with two    
  beer bottles in his pocket and one in his hand, happy out. [p8]

NOTE
  Under the message, the following appears in hand ‘I’M NOT THE 
  RECEPTIONIST, I’M THE CO-OWNER WITH MY HUSBAND PATRICE.’   
  -signed ‘MARIE’[p12]

MULTIPLE POVS
  RAY on a bench, in the rain, watching a solitary MOTHER and SON in   
  the distant Children’s playground, the SON splashing about in 
  Wellingtons, a see through umbrella in hand. He looks a lot like the boy   
  from the church. 
  // Some distance behind RAY, KEN watches him from the cover of a tree.   
  He sees also the MOTHER and SON, waits for them to leave. 
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  // At	the	bench,	the	rain	is	heavier	on	RAY’s	face.	He	doesn’t	even	flinch.	
  // At the tree, KEN tightens his collar against the rain. Notices...
  // In	the	playground,	the	MOTHER	finally	decides	it’s	too	wet	and	takes		 	
  her SON by the hand. They slowly walk off out of the park.
  // RAY watches them go, then slowly looks around the park... [p57]

SEX/LOVE
  INT. CHLOE’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
  // RAY and CHLOE making love quite tenderly.
  // After	they’ve	finished	he	sits	there	looking	at	her	naked	body	a	while.		 	
  [p74]

SOUND TRANSITION
  HARRY looks up at it a while, then nods. They stand, KEN pays the bill,   
	 	 and	they	start	walking	towards	the	tower,	just	as	it	chimes	five	o’clock.	
  // EXT. MARKET SQUARE - SOUTH SIDE - NIGHT
  // As the tower continues chiming, CHLOE and RAY look up at it a second,  
  then continue walking away from it, in the direction that HARRY and   
  KEN are coming from. [p76]
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OFF SCREEN ACTION
     TICKET SELLER
   The tower is closed this evening. Understand, Englishmen?
  // KEN can only smile
  // We hear the sounds and see the shadow of the TICKET-SELLER as he is  
  quickly pistol-whipped unconscious. [p77]

P.O.V
  RAY’S P.O.V - it’s JIMMY the dwarf, standing staring at them; dressed   
  in the school uniform of a small boy, complete with peaked cap and short   
  trousers. His expression is dead pan, even as RAY and CHLOE burst   
  out laughing. END P.O.V [p77]

CHASE SEQUENCE
  LONG CHASE SEQUENCE Down the same cobbled streets, dark canal-sides  
  and bridges that we’ve seen earlier, now all mist-strewn and doubly eerie,  
  RAY is chased and shot at by HARRY. However, because RAY already   
  knows these streets so well, a large gap starts opening up between them.   
  [p84]
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VIEW FROM THE WINDOW
  INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT
  // RAY pulls open the lattice-window, looks down into the waters below...
  // ...	and	sees	a	canal-boat	approaching	quickly	out	of	the	freezing	frog,		 	
  empty save for the DRIVER. RAY times it so it’s just under his window as  
  he leaps...
  // ... And lands in the boat with a thud. His gun, however, topples out of his  
  hands and is lost in the murk of the canal. [p87]

LONG TAKE
  In one continuous take, if possible.
  // CLOSE SHOT of a NEWSPAPER HEADLINE seemingly reading ‘IN 
  BRUGES’. We pull back to reveal the headline actually reads ‘THREE DIE 
  IN BRUGES BLOODBATH’. We pull back further to reveal, beneath the   
  headline, the photo of HARRY, JIMMY and KEN. This whole piece of paper  
  has been pinned to a wall. 
  // A telephone starts ringing. 
  // Sitting on his bed, his chest and stomach wrapped in bandages, is RAY,  
  the neswpaper article pinned to the wall to the side of him. It’s three   
  months since the shooting, he’s unshaven and sickly-looking. The phone is  
  still ringing. [p91]
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CLOSING LINE
  He picks up the handgun from the bedside table and puts it to his head. 
  // CUT TO BLACK
  // We do not hear the gunshot
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written by: 
Sean Penn
Jon Krakauer

genre: 
Adventure - Biography

year released: 
2007

directed by: 
Sean Penn

draft read:
NA

pages 
165 pages

IMDb PITcH 
After graduating from Emory University, 
top student and athlete Christopher 
McCandless abandons his possessions, 
gives his entire $24,000 savings account 
to charity and hitchhikes to Alaska to live 
in the wilderness. Along the way, 
Christopher encounters a series of 
characters that shape his life

SEAn PEnn PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1.The Indian Runner (1991)
2.The Crossing Guard (1995)
3. Into the Wild (2007)

INTo THE wILD

http://www.pearljamonline.it/intothewild/FinalScript_ITW.pdf
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OPENING LINE 
  EXT. THE STAMPEDE TRAIL - DAY
  // SUPER:
  // Tuesday, April 28th 1992 
  // WIDE SHOT: A vast, snow-blanketed wilderness that sits beneath the 
  icy summits of the highest mountain range in North America, This is BIG  
  Alaska. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER  FIRST MENTION 
  A beat up 4x4 pick-up enters very small into the upper left corner of   
	 	 frame	on	an	unkept,	snow-packed	road,	and	comes	to	a	stop.	A	figure		 	
  exits the passenger side and moves around the front of the truck. We can  
	 	 just	make	out	the	rifle	sticking	out	of	his	backpack.	We	HEAR	a	very		 	
	 	 distant	‘Thank	You’	as	the	figure	walks	away	from	the	road	and	away	from		
  the truck, seemingly into nowhere. [p1]

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
  Director’s Note: What follow is a dominantly linear approach, however, be  
  advised that time will be played with. Juxtaposition between journey and  
	 	 destination.	In	particular,	more	Alaska	in	the	body	of	the	film.		[p0]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE   
  Kevin is talking Chris through the paces of smoking and curing meat in   
  the wild. Chris listens and take notes
  //(Director’s note: Cast a “Kevin” who knows this shit and shoot it as  
  a dialogue scene as well as a silent tableau.) [p51]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. REGISTRATION DESK, MIDNIGHT MISSION - SAME
  // (Reminder: Condition of Mission is circa 1991) [p73]

ANGLES
  BACKPACK walks back to the truck. As he approaches the driver’s door,   
  we
  // CUT IN TO: TIGHT SHOT over the back-packed shoulder onto the 
  DRIVER [p1]

OFF SCREEN ACTION
  As Backpack exits the frame, we SLOWLY ZOOM past the concerned face   
  of the driver over the loose change, the comb, and the watch on the dash. 
  // Throughout the ZOOM, the SOUND of FOOTSTEPS CRUNCHING THE   
  SNOW FADE into the distance [p2/3]
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SLOW MOTION
	 	 SLO-MO:	A	ballet	of	graduation	caps	float	upward	into	a	frame	of	blue	sky.		
  We HEAR Chris’ Voice OVER this image as we intermittently cut away   
  from the caps against the sky to focus on his parents. 
  // (HIGH	ANGLE;	floating	caps	in	FOREGROUND,	Walt	and	Billie	delight		 	
  upon the caps.) An outer glee in sharp contrast to voice over. [p5]

ENVIRONMENT
  INT. OFF-CAMPUS ROOMING HOUSE - NIGHT
  // In a warm ambient light, we SEE a black and white poster on a barren   
  wall; Poncho-clad Clint Eastwood from “The Good, The Bad, And the Ugly”. 
  // We	TILT	DOWN	a	stack	of	books	sitting	on	the	floor	-	Tolstoy,	Stegner,		 	
  Thoreau and Pasternak. Beside them, a camper’s backpack. [p9]

MONTAGE
  MONTAGE: we travel with Chris and his Datsun through the towns and   
  open highways, landscapes and landmarks, days and nights, that lead to   
  the Mojave desert in the West. [p9A]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  ANGLE: A DEER drinking from a creek, pops its head up between trees   
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  and scrubs watching the alien human pass.
  // An EAGLE soars above (perhaps it was his POV represented in our 
  helicopter shot)
  // WATER babbling up in a mountain creek
  // VARIOUS WILDLIFE SHOTS [p20]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXT. CASCADE RANGE - DAY 
  // MUSIC OVER: Joe Henry’s King’s Highway
  // 1. Chris hitchhiking through the Sage Brush Uplands
  // 2. Chris squatting over a water bucket, shaving
  // 3. Camping in the lava beds of the Columbia River Basin
  // 4. Walking across the Idaho Panhandle
  // 5. Cooking the last of his rice on the Montana border
  // 6. Hitchiking in the Montana sunset [p36/37]

CAMERA MOVEMENT
  (CRANE SHOT) We see Chris stop the Datsun in the middle of the desert   
  road. We (CRANE?) DOWN to a close-up through the windshield. Chris   
  looks left. Then right. Into the rearview mirror, and suddenly turns    
  the wheels, weering the Datsun off the paved highway into the     
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  vast desert. 
  // As	we	CRANE	back	UP,	the	Datsun	moves	into	the	horizon.	[p10]

TRACKING SHOT
  We follow a very long set of footprints (CAMERA TRACKING/TRUE 
	 	 VERTICAL)	away	from	the	burning	cash	through	the	mud,	finally	tilting		 	
  up to the footprint maker, Chris. Slogging toward high ground. [p11]

FOOTAGE
  INT. COLLEGE BUILDING
  // SHAKY HAND HELD HOME VIDEO IMAGE (4 YEARS EARLIER):
  // Chris McCandless speaking to camera holds a microphone in a shadowy  
  room, doing his Geraldo Rivera. [p12]

COVERAGE
  INT. MCCANDLESS HOME, ANNANDALE
  // VARIOUS shots to accompany V.O. [p18]

TIME PASSING
  EXT. SUNBURST - DAY
  // SERIES OF SHOT indicating a SERIES OF DAYS passing as Chris gets a   
  hang of the machines a little more at a time. [p43]
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TIME CUT
  EXT. WESTERBERG’S CARTHAGE HOME - NIGHT
  // A two-story Victorian in the Queen Anne style. Wayne veers his truck   
  into the front yard, parking, under the big cottonwood that towers above.
          // SHORT TIME CUT:
  // INT. WESTERBERG’S CARTHAGE HOME - SAME
  // Chris follows Wayne up the narrow stairwell. [p46]

INTERCUT
  INTERCUT the crew at work with a SERIES OF MYSTERY ANGLES: tires   
	 	 kicking	up	dust	on	dirt	roads,	through	town,	and	into	the	field	behind	the		
  grain elevator. Back to the work, back to the tires. Back to the work,   
	 	 back	to	these	several	cars	hauling	ass	through	the	field.	Back	to	Wayne,		 	
  up high in the grain elevator. [p52]

UNDER WATER
  EXT. EL GOLFO DE SANTA CLARA
  // UNDER-WATER SHOT: We are directly UNDER the passing Kayak as it   
  slices the water’s surface above us. (We BACKLIP the CAMERA as it   
  passes.) [p67]
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SOUND EFFECT
  INT. MIDNIGHT MISSION DORM, LOS ANGELES
  // Throughout the next two scenes, there is steady HONKING of CAR   
  HORNS, WAILING of POLICE SIRENS, AMBIENT HOSTILE BANTER,    
  GRINDING ENGINES OF BUSES, puffs of diesel exhaust choke us. [p75]

IMPROVISATION
     JAN
    You have to tell us everything
  // (Note: this scene should largely be improvised. They all know their   
  characters, their history. Jan & Rainey are doing great. And while Chris   
  is intermittently aware that the eyes of a pretty 16 year-old girl    
  are upon him, Chris lays out his travels and his PLAN FOR ALASKA. Jan   
	 	 remarks,	“I	guess	if	you	can	figure	out	how	to	paddle	a	canoe	down	to		 	
  Mexico, hop freight trains and score bids at inner-city missions, you   
	 	 can	figure	out	Alaska	too.”)	[p87/88]

P.O.V
  ANGLE: Chris, reading with great interest. His POV: The page: what Chris  
  reads;
  // And then, on top of all that, you for a mate, and children, perhaps -   
  what more can the heart of a man desire? [p133]
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CLOSING LINE
	 	 The	smiling	STILL	IMAGE	we	saw	taken	in	the	first	scene	from	behind,	but		
  now we are seeing it from the front and it is the image of the real    
  Christopher McCandless on the edge of the Stampede Trail. As it takes   
  over the screen, we ZOOM SLOWLY into his smiling face. And then, these   
  words appear superimposed over it:
  // Dedicated to the memory of Christopher Johnson McCandless    
  February 12, 1968 - August 18th, 1992.
  // As those words dissolve, these words appear:
  On	September	19,	1992,	Carine	McCandless	flew	with	her	brother’s			 	
  ashes from Alaska home to the eastern seaboard. She carried them with   
  her on the plane... in her backpack. 

     - THE END-
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written by: 
Brian Helgeland 
Curtis Hanson
James Ellroy (book)

genre: 
Film Noir

year released: 
1997

directed by: 
Curtis Hanson

draft read:
11-16-1995

pages 
131 pages

IMDb PITcH 
As corruption grows in 1950s LA, three 
policemen - the straight-laced, the brutal, 
and the sleazy - investigate a series of 
murders with their own brand of justice.

bRIAn HELGELAnD PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. A Nightmare on Elm Street 4 (1988)
2. 976-EVIL (1988)
3. Highway to Hell (1991)
4. Assassins (1995)
5. L.A. Confidential (1997)
6. Conspiracy Theory (1997)
7. The Postman (1997)
8. Payback (1999)
9. A Knight’s Tale (2001)
10. Blood Work (2002)
11. Mystic River (2003)

12. Blood Work (2002)
13. The Order (2003)
14. Man on Fire (2004)
15. The Taking of Pelhan 1 2 3 (2009)
16. Cirque du Freak (2009)
17. Green Zone (2010)
18. Robin Hood (2010)
19. 42 (2013)

cURTIS HAnSOn PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. The Dunwich Horror (1970)
2. Sweet Kill (1972)
3. The Silent Partner (1978)
4. White Dog (1982)
5. Never Cry Wolf (1983)
6. The Bedroom Window (1987)
7. L.A. Confidential (1997)
8. Lucky You (2007)
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OPENING LINE 
  FADE IN:
  // OVER the opening strains of “I LOVE YOU, CALIFORNIA”, a MONTAGE: a  
  mixture of headlines, newsreel footage and live aciton. Economy Booming!  
  Postwar Optimism! L.A: City of the Future! But most prominent among   
  them: GANGLAND! Police photographers document crime scenes.    
  The meat wagon hauls ex-button men to the morgue. Where will    
  it end? [p1]  

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  December 24th. Wendell ‘BUD’ WHITE, 30, stares at the enormous    
  Christmas tree on the deco platform over Bullocks’ entrance. An LAPD   
  cop, Bud’s rep as the toughest man on the forces has been well earned.[p5]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Suspects, mostly drunk and disorderly, are ushered through. Sgt. ED 
  EXLEY, 30, bespectacled, is at the desk with a YOUNG OFFICER. Exley is  
   an up-and-comer. Burning with ambition. The faster he rises through the  
  ranks, the more resentment he leaves in his wake. [p11]

FREEZE PICTURE
  The Herald Reporter and photographer enter unchaperoned and    
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	 	 unnoticed.	Stensland	swings	like	a	madman.	That’s	when	a	flashbulb	goes		
	 	 off.	Freezing	everyone	in	black	and	white.	[p20]

MONTAGE
  // Over the pop song ‘STRANGER IN PARADISE”
  // A) EXT. GRAUMAN’S CHINESE - NIGHT
  // Frank Sinatra at the premiere of From Here to Eternity
  // B) INT. KLUB ZAMBOANGA - NIGHT
  // Charlie “Bird” Parker makes magic before an appreciative, mostly black  
  crowd.
  // C) TORCH SONG TAVERN (RIVERSIDE) - NIGHT
  //	Nate	Janklow	exits	with	his	latest	flame.	A	mob	lieutenant,	Nate		 	 	
  was last seen with Mickey Cohen outside the Federal Courthouse, in the   
  opening montage. A CAR SCREECHES. TWO GUNS aim and Nate    
  and his date go down in a proverbial HALL OF LEAD.
  // D) EXT. FREEWAY - DAY
  // A groundbreaking. The Mayor scrapes at the ground with a gold shovel.  
  Pierce Patchett is among the distinguished guests. 
  // END OF MONTAGE [p30]
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NEWSPAPER’S DESCRIPTION
  PRINTING PRESS
  //	The	latest	issue	of	Hush-Hush	flies	through.	On	the	cover:	“Gail	Russell		
  Caught In Love Nest. Nymph or No?” [p31]

ENVIRONMENT
  INT. NITE OWL - NIGHT
  // Exley takes mental snapshots. Ten stools front a counter. The side wall  
  mural-papered: winking owls perched on street signs. On the right a   
  string of tables. Three in disarray. Food spilled, dishes broken. A high-heel  
  pump by an upended chair. [p38]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXT. VICTORY MOTEL - DAWN
  //	Set	in	a	no-man’s-land	of	bulldozed	homes.	A	sign	proudly	announces		 	
  the impending arrival of the freeway. The motel is surrounded by    
  a barbed-wire-fence. Abandoned but for a pair of LAPD cars and    
  a light burning in room 6. [p39]
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REVERSED ANGLE
  As they trash the furniture, Lynn looks over his shoulder at her own   
	 	 reflection	in	a	closet	door	mirror.	
  // REVERSE ANGLE - INSIDE CLOSET
  // Two-way glass. Sid Hudgeons is in here SNAPPING pictures. As Lynn   
  and Exley continue with their frantic lovemaking... [p99]

CLOSING LINE
	 	 The	car	moves.	A	turn	into	traffic,	a	good-bye	TOOT	on	the	HORN.	Exley’s		
  all alone. As he watches them go...
          // FADE TO BLACK
      // THE END
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LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE
written by: 
Michael Arndt

genre: 
Independent Family 
Dramedy

year released: 
2006

directed by: 
Jonathan Dayton 
Valerie Faris

draft read:
10/09/03

script length:
102 pages

IMDb PITcH 
A family determined to get their young
daughter into the finals of a beauty
pageant take a cross-country trip in their 
VW bus. 

MIcHAEL ARnDT PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. Little Miss Sunshine (2006)
2. Toy Story 3 (2010)
3. Oblivion (2013)
4. Brave (2012)
5.  The Hunger Games: Catching Fire 

(2013)
6. Inside Out (2015)
7. A Walk in the Woods (2015)
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OPENING LINE
  ECU - VIDEO PIXELS
  // Five young women stand side by side, waiting to be judged -- 
  breathless, hopeful. A name is annouced. Four hearts break. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION
  A six-year-old girl sits watching the show intently. 
  // This is OLIVE. She is big for her age and slightly plump. 
  // She	has	frizzy	hair	and	wears	black	rimmed	glasses.	She	studies	the		 	
  show very earnestly. [p1]

CAMERA MOVEMENT 
	 	 The	Camera	ZOOMS	across	the	smile	of	the	losers	to	find	a	winner.	[p1]

TRACKING SHOT
	 	 We	TRACK	with	Olive	as	she	runs	down	a	half	flight	of	stairs	and	races		 	
  around, picking up clothes and shoes that are scattered about. [p20]

ENVIRONMENT
  RICHARD (45) stands at the front at a generic community college    
  classroom -- cinderblocks walls, industrial carpeting.[p1]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Olive nods. She turns and look out the window. 
  // OUT OF THE WINDOW 
  // The passing landscape of the road leading back to the Interstate. It seems  
  a long way from God. [p60]

VIEW FROM THE WINDOW
  Dwayne gets up, goes across the waiting room and stares out the window  
  // OUT THE WINDOW 
  //	A	second	floor	view.	It’s	a	banal	suburban	landscape.	Cars	go	busily	and		
  forth on a distant road [p57]

SOUND 
	 	 Chairs	SCRAPE	the	floor [p2]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

	 	 As	the	phone	RINGS	in	his	car,	we	hear	the	synchronized	BLEATING	of	a			
  cellphone from the hotel bar nearby. [p50]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Then there’s a FLASH of lighting and a CLAP of thunder. It starts to rain.  
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  [p51]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

	 	 The	music	clearly	depends	on	the	rights.	For	specificity	we’ll	use	‘Peach’		 	
  by Prince [p96]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Fluorescent lights HUM [p99]

BACKGROUND/FOREGROUND
  An empty kitchen. A phone answering machine sits in the FOREGROUND.  
  // The message light is BLINKING. 
  // In the background, through a doorway, the front door opens. [p5]

SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS
  Over the following, Dwayne comes in and out, picking up stuff to set the   
  table. [p9]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Sheryl throws the plate in the garbage. Throughout the following, she   
  wraps the leftover chicken in Saran Wrap and puts the chicken and other  
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  leftovers in the fridge. [p22]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  The dialogue below plays over the following shots [p60]

REACTION SHOT
  Over the above, Olive reacts with involuntary spasms of shock, disbelief,   
  and then pure unadulterated euphoria. [p19]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  CLOSE ON OLIVE 
  // Thinking. [p60]

CHARACTER REVEAL
  She looks at the her wedding ring, jiggles it with her thumb. [p49]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  They’ve been arranged from shortest to tallest. Olive --at least two inches  
   taller than everyone else-- is at the end of the line. [p54]
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P.O.V.
  We FOLLOW OLIVE out onto the stage. The LIGHTS are blinding. The   
  AUDIENCE is hidden in darkness. [p96]

CLOSING LINE
  They cling and drink. Richard nods to a snack shack nearby.
      // RICHARD
    So... Who wants some ice-cream?
            // CUT TO BLACK

       THE END
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RIAn JOHnSOn PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. Brick (2005)
2. The Brothers Bloom (2008)
3. Looper (2012)

written by: 
Rian Johnson

genre: 
Sci-Fi

year released: 
2012

directed by: 
Rian Johnson

draft read:
N-A

script length:
99 pages

IMDb PITcH 
In 2074, when the mob wants to get rid of 
someone, the target is sent 30 years into 
the past, where a hired gun awaits. Some-
one like Joe, who one day learns the mob 
wants to ‘close the loop’ by transporting 
back Joe’s future self. 
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OPENING LINE 
  EXT. EDGE OF CANE FIELDS - DAY
  // A pocket watch. Open. Ticking. Swinging from a chain. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  A pocket watch. Open. Ticking. Swinging from a chain. 
  // Held	by	a	young	man	name	JOE	in	a	clearing	beside	an	endless	field	of		 	
  thick sugar cane. [p1]
 
TRANSITION
  EXT. CANE FIELD - DAY
  // We abruptly CUT ON to a very familiar scene. [p28]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  CLOSE ON Old Joe’s face. Slipping to sleep. 
  // Then from nowhere a CHILD’S HAND enters frame and rests on his 
  forehead. Old Joe’s eyes gasp open with terror
  //  EXT. PORCH - NIGHT
  // but it’s Joe who wakes up with a start. Sumpled against the steps, gun     
  in hand. [p62]
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NOTE
  The hall is lined with Chineses Gangsters, all similarly dressed. 
	 	 Reminiscent	of	the	Gat	Men.	It	takes	us	a	moment	to	find	Joe	among		 	
  them. 
  // In his EARLY 40s now. His face a hard weathered mask. A soldier.   
  (Note - it is here we transition from the actor playing Young Joe to the one 
  playing Old Joe.) [p28]

VISUAL MEMORY
  His wife walks through, says something inconsequential, puts her hand on  
	 	 his	foot.	Draws	it	away,	fingers	sliding	off	gently.	And	is	gone.	Out	the	back		
  door. Off on a bicycle. [29]

CHARACTER DOUBLE
  Then he sees: the man has NO SACK ON HIS HEAD. And the face that   
  stares back at Joe is his own. 
	 	 57	YEAR	OLD	JOE.	His	eyes	fixed	on	Joe.	[p23]

LIGHTING
  Maybe a cloud passed over the sun. The room darkens. [p70]
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BACKGROUND/FOREGROUND
  They watch in silence for a while. In the distance, Jesse leaves the house   
  alone and scopes the grounds before walking back towards the highway.   
  [p77]

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
  OLD JOE
      I never regretted learning French. 
       (fast in French, subtitled)
	 	 	 	 	 	 Je	sais	que	vous	avez	une	arme	entre	vos	genoux.		 	
     No? Well, you’ll get there eventually. Obviously. [p35] 

PLONGE
  From a high vantage point. Cars, bikes, Gat Men on foot, all heading   
  towards the club. An army, all meeting at the Bell Aurore. Massin to   
  attack.{p87}

ACTION SCENE ‘MIRACLE’
  Old Joe weaves his way through the backstage area, chucking grenades in  
	 	 front	of	him,	then	unloading	his	automatic	rifle	into	the	smoky	aftermath.	
  // And with a mixture of dumb luck and skill from years of being 
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  gangland muscle, take out Gat Man after Gat Man. [p88]

MULTIPLE P.O.V
  EXT. FIELD - WITH CID AND SARA
  // Cid Stands. Intense, eyes dark, in another place.
  // EXT. FIELD - WITH OLD JOE
  // Old	Joe,	suspended	mid-air,	realizes	what’s	about	to	happen.	He	lifts	his		
  hand defensively and SCREAMS [p94]

CHARACTER FUTURE’S PROJECTION
  EXT. FIELD - WITH JOE
  Joe watches. Sees, in his mind’s eye, all of this. 
  And through all of this we have only heard the wind. And Joe breathing.
  Time hanging, slowed nearly to a stop. A moment of decision. [p98]

CLOSING LINE
  INT. CID’S BEDROOM
  // While Cid sleeps peacefully, a bandage on his jaw, his wound healing.   
  Safe.
            // FADE TO WHITE
            // CUT TO BLACK 
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An epic mosaic of interrelated characters 
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OPENING LINE 
  OVER BLACK;
      // NARRATOR
    In the New York Herald, November 26,
    year 1911, there is an account of the hanging 
    of three men... [p1]

MONTAGE 
  1. Black and White Lumiere Footage    1.
  Three men hung... bang... bang... bang...
            // CUT TO
  // 2. Newspaper Headline      2. 
  comes into focus; “Three Men Hung.”
          // QUICK DISSOVLE
  // 3. Sub Head 
  comes into focus; “...for murder of...”     3.
            // CUT TO
  // 4. INT, APARTMENT/FOYER-EVENING (Lumiere Footage Contd) 4.
  // A man in period dress (1911) walks in the door. CAMERA DOLLIES IN   
  QUICK as he takes his hat off, shakes snow, looks off -- [p1]
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CAMERA ANGLES
  WIDE ANGLE, ABOVE SCENE
  // The three men move in on Sir Edmund and start to knife him to death,
  stealing his money and jewelry. CAMERA PULLS BACK and up to include
  the sign of the pharmacy now; “Greenberry Hill Pharmacy.” [p2]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXTREME CLOSE UP 2-SHOT. Linda and Earl. He opens his eyes just a   
  bit. She bends in and gives him a kiss on the foreheard. [p21]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT.OFFICE/WAITING-ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
  // She enters a psychologist’s waiting room. Three or four chairs and a   
  LIGHT SWITCH that has a doctor’s name next to it.
  //	ECU	-	She	flips	the	switch	and	a	red	light	goes	on.	[62]

CAMERA MOVEMENT
       NARRATOR
     He was murdered by three  vagrants whose motives
	 	 	 	 	 was	simple	robbery.	They	were	identified	as:
  // A COATED MAN standing in the shadows of the alley way nearby.
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       // NARRATOR
     ... Joseph Green...
  // CAMERA WHIPS RT. again, nearby, ANOTHER MAN steps closer--
       // NARRATOR
      ...Stanley Berry...
  // CAMERA WHIPS RT. one more time and PUSH IN towards THE LAST   
  MAN--
       // NARRATOR
      ...and Nigel Bill... [p2]

TECHNICAL NOTE
  8. EXT. FORREST/NEAR LAKE TAHOE - NIGHT (35mm/color/anamorphic  
  now) .8 [p3]

UNDERWATER
  INT. LAKE TAHOE/UNDERWATER - DAY
  // Delmer SPLASHES in and comes down towards the CAMERA. SOUND   
  drops out, becomes very quiet... [p4]

VISUAL REVEAL
  20. INT CASINO - NIGHT - FLASHBACK     20.
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  // The Blackjack table where DELMER is dealing. DOLLY AROUND to 
  reveal a drunk and obnoxious CRAIG HANSEN, screaming about the hand
  he’s been dealt and taunting Delmer. [p6]

ROOM TRANSITION
  INT. HOTEL BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT (1961)
  // CAMERA pushes in following TWO GUESTS through some double doors  
  and reveals the DINNER RECEPTION. [p7]

SLOW MOTION
  CAMERA Pushes in quick then blends to 60 fps on a man in glasses: 
  DONALD HARPER, forensic scientist as he speaks into the microphone.   
  [p7]

ANIMATION
  34. EXT. BUILDING/ROOFTOP - DAY - FLASHBACK   34.
  // This is a WIDE ANGLE REPLAY of the whole event. We see the whole   
	 	 building...	Sydney	starts	to	jump	and	the	film	suddenly	slows	down...
  //	A	diagram	is	made	to	reflect	the	narration...	this	is	done	like	NFL	
  coverage where the X’s and O’s and arrows and lines are drawn to indicate  
  placements and moves, etc. [p11]
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OPENING CREDITS
  CUT TO BLACK.
      // NARRATOR
    Ohhh. These strange things happen all the time.
  // Main title begins, then carries over following until noted:
  // Title Card: New Line Cinema presents
  // Title Card: a Joanne Sellar/Ghoulardi Film Company Production
  // Title Card: a P.T. Anderson picture
             // CUT TO:   
  [p12]

TIMELAPSE
  CAMERA	DOLLIES	IN	Super	Quick	on	a	flower.	(timelapse,	bud	blooms)		 	
	 	 Freeze	Frame,	continue	w/optical	zoon	and	rotate	360	degrees.	total	blur.
  Flash title card:
      // M a g n o l i a [p12]

TRANSITION INTO TV
  CAMERA moves INTO THE TELEVISION, QUICK DISSOLVE TO:
  // INT.BAR SET/LOCATION - THAT MOMENT
  // We are in the video (paneled 1.33) sales pitch/infomercial. 
  Various settings: The bar, a supermarket, a bedroom, a parked car. Each   
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  has a few semi-geeks talking to a bunch of sexy young girls. [p13]

PHOTO DESCRIPTION
  CU. PHOTGRAPH. 
  A family photo of JIMMY, his wife ROSE, his son JIM JR., and CLAUDIA.   
  This photo is circa 1987. OPTICAL ZOOM INTO photo that isolates Jimmy  
  and Claudia in the picture. [p15]

ANATOMY 
  CAMERA MOVES INTO A CLOSE UP ON EARL, MOVES INTO HIS THROAT,  
  QUICK DISSOLVE INTO:
  // INT. EARL’S THROAT - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA moves around his throat and through his body looking at his   
  BLOOD STREAM and watching, like a MEDICAL FILM, the cancer as   
  it eats away at his body... as we see it at work we hear a WHISPER that is   
  EARL’S VOICE:
      // EARL’S WHISPER VOICE
   ...fucking regret, move through this life... and we do these
   things... get that back... forget, forget... fuck... fuck... make it
   right... and we do these things... [p19/20]
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ROUTINE
  INT. JIM KURRING’S APPARTMENT - DAY
  // A very straightforward apartment in Reseda where JIM KURRING   
  (30s) lives.
  SOUND of a 1-900 PERSONAL DATING SERVICE plays over following   
  quick shots of Kurring getting ready for his day;
  // - Jim is sipping his morning coffee, reading the paper.
  - Jim in the shower
  - Jim doing push-ups
  - Jim watching and laughing a bit with the Today Show
  - Jim kneeling down by his bed, praying. [p25]

PROP DESCRIPTION
  ANGLE, DOOR TO BACK ROOM
  // CAMERA pushes in real quick and tilts down as Donnie reaches to his   
  belt and his KEY HOLDER (one of those attached to string on the belt). He  
  inserts the KEY. [p46]

BOOK DESCRIPTION
  OVERHEAD ANGLE, LOOKING STRAIGHT DOWN ONTO: All the books he   
  has in front of him, we catch glimpses of things:
  // “How THings Work”, “Forensic Studies”, “The Guiness Book of World   
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  Records”, “The Natural History of Nonsense”, “Weather”, “Learned    
  Digs”...
  // INSRT, CU. IMAGES of the book about weather. CAMERA scans,    
  dissolves and moves around various images of ancient 
  BAROMETERS, HYGROMETERS from the 1700’s. We see 16th Century   
  French comic strips regarding weather as cartoon characters. Artistotle   
  pointing to the sky. Scan past the words, “...our quest to understand and   
  predict the weather reaches back to the Stone Age...” [p57]

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
  Donnie is changed inot his Solomon Electronics vest and name tag. He   
  brushes himself up, sweating a bit. (Note: ON HIS BACK) [p46]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. APARTMENT COMPLEX/NORTH HOLLYWOOD - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA hangs inside bedroom w/Detectives and Investigators and   
  County Coroner folks as we go through in a series of quick shots. (   
  Director’s Note: Very technical here. Snapshots, ECU’s on body,    
  procedure, etc.) * See County Coroner Videotape. [p50]

MUSIC NOTE
  Kurring closes his door and drives off... (Director’s Note: Reference notes  
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  for  SOUND design here, carries over cut...)
            // CUT TO:
  // MUSIC QUE starts, builds over the following cut and through 
  sequence; [p56]

OFF CAMERA
  Rick helps him get the bags in the car. CAMERA stays real TIGHT 
  following STANLEY’S FACE... he sits in the car... OC we hear Rick getting   
  in the driver’s seat and starting the engine... little droplets of RAIN start  
  to fall on the windshield... [p57]

LONG TAKE
  EXT/INT. TELEVISION STUDIO - SECURITY ENTRANCE - MOMENTS   
  LATER 
  // CAMERA (STEADICAM) follows behind Stanley and Rick as they run   
  in from the rain, through some sliding glass doors, past a SECURITY   
	 	 GUARD	who	buzzes	them	into	another	set	of	doors--	
  //	They	enter	a	hallway	with	a	bunch	of	production	offices,	walking	
  swiftly, shaking their wet clothes... the contestant coordinator comes   
  walking towards them: CYNTHIA (30s) [p58]
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PHONE CONVERSATION
  He picks up the phone
      // JIMMY
     Hello?
            // INTERCUT:
  // INT. JIMMY’S HOUSE - THAT MOMENT 
  // CAMERA PUSHES in on ROSE (jimmy’s wife) as she sits in the kitchen   
  on the phone to him. A MAID does some work in the b.g.
      // ROSE
     How you doing? 
     // JIMMY
    I’m drinking [p60]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  // INT. EARL’S HOUSE/KITCEHN - MOMENT LATER
  // Phil enters and picks up the phone. Dials a number. (Director’s Note)
            // INTERCUT
  // INT. PINK DOT - THAT MOMENT
  // A young Mexican GIRL (20’s) takes orders for a delivery at Pink Dot,   
  sits in front of a little computer. 
      // PINK DOT GIRL
     Pink Dot.
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      // PHIL
     Hi,  I’d like to get an order for delivery. [p64]

JUMP CUT
            // JUMP CUT TO:
  // INT. PSYCHOLOGIST’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER
  //	A	small,	comfortable	office	space.	Linda	is	crying,	talking,	pacing.			 	
  [p62/63]

P.O.V
  // CAMERA WHIPS RT. to the APPLAUSE signs, then WHIPS again to the   
  AUDIENCE that cheers, then WHIPS again to see the “What Do Kids    
  Know?” sign as it covers over the stage. The THEME MUSIC kicks in   
  and we’re away;
  // Director’s Note: we move between their TV CAMERA’S POV and our 
  35 mm CAMERA POV. [p83]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

	 	 His	POV...	across	a	bridge...	he	sees	the	slight	FIGURE	as	it	flees...	(Could		 	
  be the Black Male, but hard to tell in a quick glimpse) he then sees 
  another SMALL FIGURE scuttle away... [p139]
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ENVIRONMENT
  INT. VAN NUYS OFFICE SPACE - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA pushes in on a geek named CHAD (20’s) who answers a    
  phone. He has a small computer in front of him. This is the bolier-room-  
  answering-phones-for-orders headquarters for “Seduce and     
  Destroy”. 
  // Five of six other guys sit around desks, answering phones and 
  working computers, etc. There are posters of Frank all around and some   
  maps and some charts, etc. [p88]

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
  INT. GAME SHOW STAGE -THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA moves from the AUDIENCE over to the Stage, listening to   
  another question that is spoken by the OC voice -- this time in French;
     // VOICE (in French)
   “Hello Joesphine,
   I’m speaking from Egypt --” [p115]

IMPROVISATION
  INT. HOLIDAY INN / SEMINAR ROOM - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA pushes in on DOC, who’s speaking to a group of Frank’s 
  disciples. He’s blah-blah-blahing about Seduce and Destroy, etc. [p128]
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HAND HELD CAMERA
  EXT. APARTMENT / LA RIVER EMBANKMENT - THAT MOMENT
  // It’s FLOODING with RAIN... Jim Kurring is without a gun and he’s   
  scared shitless.... and he can’t see... and he’s running for cover in some   
  bushes... CAMERA is HAND HELD and wild, following and 
  falling with him... MUD and RAIN and SHIT everywhere... [p139]

REMINDER TO READER
	 	 The	Mexican	Nurse	that	we	saw	earlier	in	the	film,	who	Phil	relieved,		 	
  walks past his car and up to Earl’s House... [p152]

MUSICAL PIECE
  She leans down and SNORTS that line of COKE-HOLD  on her... she starts   
  to sing along with the song...
       // CLAUDIA
	 	 	 	 	 “...it’s	not	what	you	thaught	when	you	first	began	it...	you
     get what you want... now you can hardly stand it though
     by now you know, it’s not going to stop...”
  // The SONG continues. The following has each of the principles half 
  singing along with the song, who’s lead will stay constantly throughout.
              // CUT TO
  INT. JIM JURRING’S APARTMENT - THAT MOMENT
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  // CAMERA PUSHES in slowly on Jim Kurring. He sits on the bed, dressed  
  up and ready to go. He starts to sing along to the song as well.
       // JIM KURRING
     “... it’s not going to stop... it’s not going to stop ‘till you
     wise up...” [p153]

CAR SCENE FROM EXT TO INT
  CAMERA holds 2-shot, looking out the window onto the street. We PUSH   
  PAST THEM AND THROUGH THE WINDOW, picking up with a 
  YELLOW CAB as it drives by, PAN with it...
            // QUICK DISSOLVE TO:
  // EXT. VENTURA BLVD - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA travels with the CAB for a moment or two... CAMERA goes 
  inside the CAB...
           // QUICK DISSOLVE TO:
  // INT. CAB - MOVING - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA is in the back with CLAUDIA. She slouches down. She’s still 
  crying... she snorts some coke off her hand... [p178]
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CLOSING LINE
  INT. CLAUDIA’S APPARTMENT - THAT MOMENT
  // CAMERA holds on Claudia. She’s sitting up in bed, covers around her,   
  staring into space... a SONG plays... for a very, very long time... she doesn’t  
  move... until she looks up and sees someone enter her bedroom... a 
  FIGURE from the back enters FRAME and walks in and sits on the edge of  
  the bed... from the back it is clear that it’s Jim Kurring. She tears a bit and  
  looks at him... HOLD...
  // She turns her eyes from his and looks INTO THE CAMERA and smiles.
           // CUT TO BLACK
      // END
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IMDb PITcH 
Astronaut Sam Bell has a quintessential-
ly personal encounter toward the end of 
his three-year stint on the Moon, where 
he is working alongside his computer, 
GERTY, sending back to Earth parcels of 
a resource that has helped diminish our 
planet’s power problems. 
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OPENING LINE 
  IN THE BLACK
  // We hear something -- a machine -- CHURNING and POUNDING. Constant.  
  Rhythmic. Though the sound is slightly familiar, we’re not sure what it is  
  yet. Hold for a few seconds and then 
             // CUT TO: [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  INT. REC ROOM -- MORNING
  // The sounds belongs to a regular old TREADMILL like you see in most   
  gym across the world. Running on it: SAM BELL, mid thirties, thick beard,  
  handsome, striking blue eyes. [p1]

ENVIRONMENT
  We see OUTSIDE THE WINDOW : a gray, powdery landscape stretching 
  beneath a BLACK SKY. [p1]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXT. MOON -- MORNING
  // Aerial view of the Earth’s only natural satellite, the camera roaming     
  about a hundred feet off the surface. 
  // Desolation. Serious, uncompromising, desolation. This place makes 
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  Antarctica look like Tokyo. 
  // And utter silence,
  // Eventually the camera arrives at a moon base, DIVING DOWN towards   
  it --
  // TITLE CARD: ‘MINING BASE SELENE . CREW 1’ [p2]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  As Sam continues his message, we are given a TOUR of the mining base.   
  Beginning with:
  // INT. MONITORING STATION
  // This is where you want to be if the shit hits the fan. The base’s
	 	 	equivalent	of	HQ.	A	wall	of	computers	and	flickering	digital	displays.	
     // SAM (V.O.)
    Today begins my 154th week on Selene. 
	 	 	 	 I	officially	have	two	weeks	to	go	before	I	climb	
    into that Return Vehicle...
  // INT. RETURN VEHICLE [p3]

CLOSE-UP
  DETAIL: A WOODEN MODEL
  // On a table, we also PICK OUT a LARGE MODEL carved out of BOLSER   
  WOOD. It’s a TOWN. Intricately done down to the tiniest details:
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    // SAM (V.O.) (CONT’D)
  There were times, as you know...
  // We go even CLOSER to the model, seeing that there are actual people in  
  the little town; actual buildings: a CHURCH, a TOWN HALL etc. Clearly   
  someone has put a ton of work into this thing. 
    // SAM (V.O.) (CONT’D)
   ... when I thought I was going to crack-up [p4]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  CLOSE UP -- A HAND TOOL
  // Some kind of rake or shovel half buried in the powdery soil, like a   
  child’s toy abandoned in a sand box. [p4]

ROOM DESCRIPTION
  INT. SLEEPING QUARTERS 
  // Sam’s bed -- a New York Jets poster on the wall -- a few knickknacks   
  beside, a rock samples in jars, a lucky tambourine Sam got in Mexico   
  some years ago -- a red stress ball -- a photograph by the bed in a frame --  
  [p5]

PHOTO DESCRIPTION
  We MOVE CLOSER to the PHOTO by the bed.
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  // PHOTOGRAPH
  // of a slightly younger and clean-shaven Sam with his arms wrapped   
  around his wife of four years, TESS BELL. [p5]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  Tess is a far cry from the stereotypical Astronaut’s Wife of the 1960’s/70’s  
  with the plastic smile and beehive hairdo. 
  // Tess is modern, sophisticated, and jaw-droppingly beautiful. She looks   
  like she’d be a hard woman to leave behind. [p5]

ROBOT DESCRIPTION
  A state of the art robot, GERTY 3000 -- known simply as “GERTY” -- is 
  preparing Sam’s breakfast. 
  // Gerty	is	in	three	sections	and	moves	along	a	horizontal	rail	that	runs		 	
  throughout the base. He has a readout screen that perpetually spews data.  
  His hands resemble pincers, but are perfectly nimble. 
  // For the purpose of helping run the base and looking after the Sam,   
  Gerty is as good as a human, if not better. [p6]

NOTE
  Note: In the photography Tess is visibly PREGNANT [p5]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Note: Gerty talks like a well-educated older man. His language doesn’t   
	 	 have	a	great	deal	of	inflection	(i.e.	Monotone)	but	he	is	friendly	enough.		 	
  [p7]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Sam is working on his wooden model of the town. Across the room the Ed  
  Sullivan show is on TV. Ed’s guest is a very young Goldie Hawn.
  // Note:	Whenever	any	TV	is	watched	in	the	film,	it	is	always	a	show	from		
  1970’s America. (Mash, Six Million Dollar Man, Laugh-In, etc.) No    
  explanation is given for this. [p20]

REFLECTION
  Sam sits before Selene’s main computer, known as THE OLD MAN. Data   
	 	 flickering	off	Sam’s	face.	[p7]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Sam stands before the toilet urinating. Rather ironically he is whistling   
	 	 ‘I’m	Walking	on	Sunshine’	--	focused	ahead	at	his	reflection	in	the	mirror			
  -- angling his face, admiring his haircut, his beard. [p17]
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CROSS CUT
  From another room Sam hears the ‘ping-ping-ping’ of an alarm. 
  // CUT TO:
  // INT. COMMS ROOM -- CONTINUOUS
  // CLOSE UP -- COMMS UNIT
  // Flashing on the comms unit monitor: ‘NEW TRANSMISSION’, There is a  
  small icon of a telephone.

// CUT TO
  // INT. REC ROOM -- CONTINUOUS
  // ON SAM
  // He	carefully	puts	down	the	wooden	figure	and	the	exacto	blade	--	stands		
  and leaves the Rec Room. [p15]

P.O.V
  // Then	he	looks	down	to	flush	the	toilet	and	his	WHISTLING		STOPS.
  // INT. BATHROOM/TOILET
  // It looks like someone just poured a glass of CRANBERRY JUICE into the  
  toilet bowl. Literally. The red urine clouding the water like a squirt of   
  octopus ink. Yeah, Sam just pissed blood. [p17]
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PERCEPTION
  A BLUR
  // Eyelids	fluttering,	bright	light,	at	first	broken	up,	filtered,	as	if	viewed		 	
  through a Kaleidoscope. Slowly shapes and impressions begin to form and  
  we know where we are. 
  // It’s	the	Infirmary	[p25]

ON SCREEN 
  INT. COMMS ROOM -- DAY
  // Sam sitting before the monitor. He hits the “PLAY” button, begins   
  watching the message.
  // ON THE MONITOR: Tess is sitting in a living room talking to Sam. [p8]

MUSIC
  Sam is in the Greenhouse prunning plants with a pair of secateurs. He   
  treads up the aisles slowly, taking time with each of the plants. 
  CLASSICAL MUSIC plays over the sound system, Brahms, Beethoven,   
  Bartok, one of the B’s. [p20]

LOVE 
  Sam making love to Tess. We remain very close to their bodies in bed. The  
	 	 background	a	blur.	No	sound.	It’s	all	flesh	and	white	sheets.	Sensual,	
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  delicate, intense. We feel almost intrusive watching. [p22]

ROUTINE
  INT. SLEEPING QUARTERS -- MORNING
  // Sam wakes up and lunges across the bed to shut off his alarm clock. We  
  notice a WHITE BANDAGE on the hand that he sedded. 
  // Afterwards:	Sam	lies	back,	watching	the	ceiling,	groggy,	reflective,	still		
  surfacing from his dream. 
  // And	then,	OVER	THIS:	the	sound	from	the	opening	of	the	film,	THE		 	
  TREADMILL, and we
  // CUT TO
  // INT. REC ROOM -- MORNING
  // Sam on his morning run. [p22]

REACTION SHOT
  She appears to be staring directly at Sam’s rover.
  // SAM
  // His face unfolding with panic, alarm, curiosity. An intense, yearning,   
  curiosity. [p24]
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ACCIDENT
  ON SAM: He doesn’t notice Matthew (The Harvester) suddenly veer   
  RIGHT, slamming into the side of the Rover and causing Sam to lose   
  control. 
  // The steering wheel swings left and right as Sam desperately tries to   
  STRAIGHTEN the path of the vehicle, but a split second later the Rover   
  is FLIPPED like a matchbox, and SPUN into the path of the Harvester -- a   
  HIDEOUS SCREECH of MANGLED METAL -- the Rover gobbled up by   
  the front of the Harvester, DEVOURED. 
  // The Rover is JAMMED under the Harvester’s monstrous AXLE, 
	 	 ressembling	a	crushed	beer	can	in	a	fist	--	and	with	a	BIG,	BOOMING		 	
  GROAN the Harvester slides to a STANDSTILL.
  // WIDE SHOT: Silence. The Harvester is stationary. The Rover caught   
  beneath it.
  // No sign of the Girl. [p25]

CAMERA MOVEMENT
	 	 Gerty	gives	him	the	next	puzzle	to	solve.	WE	MOVE	ON	SAM’S	LEFT		 	
	 	 HAND	as	he	takes	the	puzzle,	the	same	hand	he	scolded	in	an	earlier		 	
  scene. 
  // The BANDAGE is GONE and the BURN appears to have completely   
  HEALED. [p29]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  CAMERA PANS UPWARD -- not a cloud in sight -- but we are just able to   
  pick out the chalky outline of the MOON, resembling a white thumb print   
  in the blue sky.
  // HOLD THIS shot of the Moon for a few seconds before we

// FADE TO BLACK [p96]

RENAMING CHARACTER
 	 Lying	in	the	infirmary	bed,	propped	on	a	pillow,	is	the	first	Sam,	the
  bearded Sam, who we will now refer to as SAM I [p37]

ROOM TRANSITION
  Sam 1 turns around, heads out of the room. Sam 2 STORMS after him,   
  TALKING the whole time --
     // SAM 2 (CONT’D)
    You’ve been out there too long man!
    You’ve lost the plot!
  // Gerty shuttles along after them.
  // INT. CORRIDOR -- CONTINUOUS
  // Sam 1 presses down the corridor, Sam 2 trailing right behind him.   
  [p48]
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SIMULTANEOUS ACTION
  We cut back and forth between the two Sams as they both investigate the  
  separate but identical-looking Jammers [p61]

PLONGE
  ANGLE FROM ABOVE -- SAM 1
  // Sam 1’s vomit is DARK RED -- he’s thrown up BLOOD -- but that’s not   
	 	 all	--	we	can	clearly	see	two	or	three	TEETH	floating	in	the	vomit	--	[p63]

LIGHTING
  The only light source right now is coming from the Return Vehicle up   
  above. Sam 2 hops down beside Sam 1, squints into the darkness. 
     // SAM 2
    Is there a light?
  // Both	Sams	FUMBLE	along	opposite	walls.	--	Sam	1	eventually	finding	a			
  SWITCH snaps it on. 
  // An	array	of	overhead	fluorescent	bulbs	begin	to	STUTTER	and	FLASH		 	
  before ILLUMINATING the chamber completely -- [p67]

PROP DESCRIPTION
  ON SAM as he removes his equipment from the backpack and start to   
  uncoil wires... Inserts a small BATTERY PACK onto the back of the    
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  VP, sits the VP on his lap. The VP resembles a Play Station Portable with   
  its small but nonetheless high-quality screen. [p70]

LATER
  INT. SLEEPING QUARTERS
  // Sam 1’s eyes open slowly. He’s awake. 
  // Was his dream a memory? A premonition? Or was it simply made up?
  // ANOTHER ANGLE -- SAM 1
  // A BLEARY Sam 1 yawns and stretches his arms over his head [p80]

VISUAL MEMORY
  Sam 1 is sitting on the edge of his bed holding the photograph of the   
  pregnant Tess -- almost penetrable -- like he’s trying to will himself into   
  the photograph. 
  // We	find	out	what’s	running	through	his	head,	cutting	to:
  // SAM 1’S DREAM
  // SAM has gone back to his dream -- or his vision -- of TESS sitting on the  
  picnic blanket beneath the tree. [p84]
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CLOSING LINE
  INT. COMMS ROOM
  // On the Comms Unit monitor there is a BLAST of STATIC, followed by a   
  FLASHING MESSAGE:
  // “LIVE FEED AVAILABLE.” 
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written by: 
Rodrigo Garcia

genre: 
Drama

year released: 
2009

directed by: 
Rodrigo Garcia

draft read:
02/03/09

page number

112 pages

IMDb PITcH 
A drama centered around three women: 
A 50-year-old woman, the daughter she 
gave up for adoption 35 years ago, and 
an African American woman looking to 
adopt a child of her own.

RODRIGO GARcIA PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1.  Things You Can Tell By Just Looking At 

Her (1999)
2. Ten Tiny Love Stories (2002)
3. Nine Lives (2005)
4. Mother and Child (2009)
5. Last Days in the Desert (2014)
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. KAREN’S BEDROOM - AFTERNOON
  // 1973: KAREN, AGE 14, is kissing and groping with a BOY OF 15, TOM.   
  It’s heated and clumsy. At one point they break apart and Karen looks at  
  the boy’s face, completely infatuated. She takes off her shirt they kiss   
  again. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  INT. KAREN’S ROOM - NIGHT
  // Close on KAREN -- NOW AGE 50 -- while she sleeps. There is 
  perspiration on her brow and she stirs and mumbles, in the grip of a 
  nightmare. She wakes up suddenly, scared and disoriented. [p1]

P.O.V
  1973: KAREN during labor, screaming.
  // Then, a silent image : a new born BABY GIRL in a hospital bassinet, 
  crying at the top of her lungs. We see her from an angle where the baby’s  
  face can hardly be made out, adults crossing back and forth in front of her.  
  Finally the bassinet is rolled away. 
  // Fade to black and to a title:
  // 36 YEARS LATER [p1]
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TIME PASSING
  EXT. DAY/NIGHT
  // Views of residential streets in the San Fernando Valley, mostly without  
	 	 pedestrians.	Front	and	back	yards.	A	swing.	Old	flower	pots.	An	empty		 	
  bird cage. Days into dusks into nights. We hear music over these images: a  
  child’s piano lesson. [p1]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXT. DAY/NIGHT
  // Views of the San Fernando valley.
  // A sprinkler watering a front yard. A crow eating crumbs of bread in a   
  parking lot. A few children in the playground of a public school in the late  
  afternoon. A cat walks past a garage door, making the safety light turns   
  on. 
  // Days into nights. Again, over these images: a child’s piano lesson. [p65]

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
      ELIZABETH
  I was born here, in Los Angeles, and I was given up for      
  adoption on the day of my birth. My mother was fourteen when    
  I was born. That is all I know about her. My adoptive father died    
  when I was ten. My adoptive mother and I are  not close. My name,    
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	 	 Elizabeth	Joyce,	is	a	name	that	I	picked	out	for	myself	in	junior		 	 	
  high school. It’s my legal name now; I don’t go by any other. I     
  live alone; I have since I turned seventeen. I’ve never been married    
  and have no plans to marry. I value my independence above all    
	 	 things,	that	way	I	don’t	have	expectations	to	fulfill.	Other	than	my		 	 	
  own, which are great enough. [p4]

PHOTO DESCRIPTION
      STEVEN
    Do you want something to drink?
  // Elizabeth	shakes	no	while	looking	at	the	many	photographs	on	the	
  mantelpiece. Presiding over them is a large one of Tracy and Steven on   
	 	 their	wedding	day,	very	formally	dressed	and	flanked	by	bridesmaids	and		
	 	 ushers.	Elizabeth	turns	towards	Steven	and	chuckles.	[p43]

FAMILY DINNER
  She follows to the dining room where a large table sits Paul’s FAMILY: his  
  son JULIAN is also there as well as both of Paul’s children’s SPOUSES. An  
	 	 OLDER	WOMAN	who	must	be	Paul’s	mother,	four	or	five	CHILDREN	of		 	
  various ages and a COUPLE that is Paul’s brother with his wife. 
  // The groups of almost 15 is in the middle of an animated discussion that  
  involves people talking at the same time and teasing and prodding one an 
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  other. It’s a warm feeling. [p63]

CROSS CUT
  INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
  // Steven	walks	to	Elizabeth’s	door	and	rings	the	doorbell.	No	answer.	He			
  rings again.
  // INT. APPARTMENT - THAT MOMENT
  // The apartment is completely empty [p65]

NOTE
  INT. HOSPITAL -- MORNING 
  // We hear only score over this scene -- no dialogue [p93]

CLUE TO AUDIENCE  
	 	 After	Elizabeth	has	left,	the	man	puts	the	letter	on	his	desk.	The	phone		 	
  rings and he picks up. 
  // During the call, another WORKER comes into the room and places   
	 	 documents	over	Elizabeth’s	letter,	burrying	it.	[p102]

LONG TAKE
  Karen comes out of her house, closes the door behind her. We follow in an  
  uninterrupted shot as she crosses her street, walks down to the corner,   
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  turns and walks toward Lucy’s house. [p109]

CLOSING LINE
  Karen looks at them -- scared, curious, marvelled -- then turns out the     
  lights. 
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written by: 
Nicole Holofcener

genre: 
Drama

year released: 
2010

directed by: 
Nicole Holofcener

draft read:
N-A

script length:
114 pages

IMDb PITcH 
In New York City, a husband and wife butt 
heads with the granddaughters of the el-
derly woman who lives in an apartment 
the couple owns.

nIcOLE HOLOFEcEnER
PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1. Walking and Talking (1996)
2. Lovely & Amazing (2001)
3. Friends with Money (2006)
4. Please Give (2010)
5. Enough Said (2013)
6. Every Secret Thing (2014)
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. RADIOLOGY OFFICES - DAY  

  // CLOSE UP ON A LARGE BREAST as it is maneuvered into a 
  mammogram machine. A PAIR OF HANDS lift it, pull it and eventually   
	 	 squeeze	into	nothing	more	than	a	small	tube	of	flesh	as	it’s	pressed	down			
  by a sandwich of glass.  [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  INT. X-RAY ROOM - DAY
  // AN ANXIOUS WOMAN removes her robe to expose her small breasts.   
  The technician is REBECCA, 28 years old and plain looking. [p??]

EXAMPLES / ALTERNATIVES
	 	 In	her	pyjamas,	Kate	is	surfing	the	Internet.	She	types	in	Volunter	
  Opportunities and a long list comes up. She read the different situations,   
  each sadder than the next. (i.e: be a mentor to at-risk teens, read to
  the blind, feed quadriplegics at the VA etc.) [p16]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

    ANDRA
  I use Olay/Ponds ALT: I can’t use this [p39]
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P.O.V.
   THROUGH THE GLASS STORE FRONT, WE SEE ALEX. He checks the name  
  of the place, and enters, nervously looking around. [p46]

MOOD
  As	Mary	massages	his	fingers,	there’s	a	silence	that	ordinarily	could	seem		
	 	 normal,	but	here	and	now,	is	filed	with	tension.	[48]

CAR PLACEMENT
  INT. EUGENE’S CAR - DAY
  // Eugene is driving, Rebecca is beside him. Mrs Portman and Andrea sit   
  in the backseat. [p61]

SILENT REALIZATION
  As Paulette and Eugene share a moment, enjoying the view, Rebecca looks  
	 	 at	the	back	of	Andrea’s	head.	Her	thinning	dyed	hair	has	been	flattened		 	
  out every which way by her nap in the car, creating a clear view of    
  the large bald spot on the back of her head. [p66]
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OFF SCREEN ACTION
  She wanders into the kitchen BUT WE STAY IN THE LIVING ROOM. WE   
  ONLY HEAR HER. [p84]

CLOSING LINE
  Alex and Kate watch as Abby turns to look in the mirror, even though it   
  feels almost too intimate to do so.
  // Abby	studies	herself,	and	doesn’t	seem	to	see	the	zits	or	the	scabs	or		 	
  the bulge of her tummy. She sees her true self emerging, in     
  expensive jeans, and at this very moment, likes what she sees. 
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genre: 
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year released: 
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directed by: 
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draft read:
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page number
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IMDb PITcH 
Scott Pilgrim must defeat his new girl-
friend’s seven evil exes in order to win 
her heart.

MIcHAEL bAcALL PRODUcED
FEATURE FILMS
1. Manic (2001)
2. Bookies (2003)
3. Scott Pilgrim vs. The World (2010)
4. Project X (2012)
5. 21 Jump Street (2012)
6. 21 Jump Street 2 (N-A)

EDGAR WRIGHT PRODUcED 
FEATURE FILMS
1. A Fistful of Anger (1995
2.  Shaun of the Dead (2004)
3. Hot Fuzz (2007)
4. Scott Pilgrim vs. The World (2010)
5. The Adventures of Tintin (2011)
6. The World’s End (2013)
7. Ant-Man (2015)
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OPENING LINE 
  OVER THE MIGHTY UNIVERSAL SPINNING GLOBE... BASS RUMBLES,    
  GUITARS SQUALL AND DRUMS... UH... DRUMS... [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  SCOTT PILGRIM, 22, fresh faced with an unruly yet adorable mop of hair,  
  drinking coffee (sugary) [p1]

VISUAL MEMORY
  Scott	Pilgrim	prepares	to	tell	an	amazing	story:
  // INT. THE BUS - DAY
  // KNIVES CHAU and MOTHER CHAU sit side by side on the bus [p2]

WRITTEN INFO ON-SCREEN
  Knives looks up to see Scott Pilgrim holding her books. FUN FACTS appear  
  in an on-screen box:
  // “SCOTT PILGRIM, 21 YEARS OLD, RATING: AWESOME.”
  // Stars appear in Knives’eyes, Scott grins heroically. [p2]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Scott Pilgrim hangs up his coat, turns to WALLACE WELLS.
  // TEXT: “WALLACE WELLS, 25 YEARS OLD, RATING: 7.5/10” [p6]
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 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  ONSCREEN TEXT appears, indicating ownership of each item in the one   
	 	 room	flat:	95%	belongs	to	Wallace,	FUTON	included.	[p6]

OPENING CREDITS
  Kim BASHES the kit and Sex Bob-omb EXPLODES INTO ROCK! GUITAR    
  AND BASS LEADS LEAP INTO THE AIR, SPELLING OUT THE ELECTRIC   
  TITLE OF THE FILM ABOVE THE BAND:
    // SCOTT PILGRIM VS THE WORLD.
  // TITLE SEQUENCE continues over the song. The small rehearsal space   
  seems to GROW with the music. Knives watches, mouth ajar. The song   
  winds down, feedback lingers.
    // KNIVES CHAU
   You guys are so	amazing
  // A	final	powerchord	BLAST	from	the	power	trio	ENDS	TITLES	[p5]

JUMP CUT
      SCOTT
    DUDES! What do you know about Ramona Flowers ?!
      // MONIQUE
    I heard she has a boyfriend
      // SANDRA
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    Some guy back in New York
  // JUMPCUTS as Scott asks EVERYONE IN THE PARTY about Ramona:
     // SOME DUDE
    I heard she kicks all kinds of ass
  // JUMPCUT in a rapid succession to a FLURRY OF FACES AND WORDS:   
  “Total Fashion Ninja”, “Oh, you’re doomed”, “She’s on another level”,   
  “She has men dying at her feet and shit”, “She’d destroy you”, “She’s got   
  some battle scars on her”, “You couldn’t score her in a squillion years”. We  
  end on a furious Julie who steps into frame
     // JULIE
    SCOTT I SAID I FORBID YOU FROM HITTING ON 
    RAMONA FLOWERS! [p18/19]

LOCATION TRANSITION
  Head still in the clouds, Scott drifts towards the door. He opens it and 
  exits the rehearsal room, entering...
  // INT. DREAM HIGH SCHOOL - DAY
  // ... a long, empty HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY: Scott’s footsteps echo as   
  he moves toward a classroom door with a STAR on... RAMONA FLOWERS  
  bursts through the door, rollerblading past Scott and down the hall,   
  PACKAGE from AMAZON clutched in hand.
  // Scott runs after her, around a corner, down a row of LOCKERS leading   
  to... the outside of WALLACE’S APARTMENT??? [p25]
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NARRATOR
      SCOTT
    OH GOD! I NEED A HAIRCUT -
  // FREEZE FRAME
      // NARRATOR (V.O)
    Scott’s last salon haircut took place 431 days ago, 3 hours   
    before a devastating dismissal by his ex-girlfriend. He blames   
    the breakup largely on his haircut, and has been cutting    
    his own hair since.
      // SCOTT
    - DON’T I?!? [p53]

VISUAL SIGNS
  Scott hurries down Bloor St, seeing “X’s” everywhere he looks: an   
  X-BOX ad, an X-Men poster in the comic shop window. A      
  newspaper stand with a late editiong: “X-TRA, X-TRA, DUFF     
  LEAVES TORONTO IN HUFF.” A giant neon “X” falls from      
  the sky and CRASHES to the ground. Scott jumps out of the way and looks  
  up to see a blinking “X X” Theater marquee. [p66]
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BLEEP
      JULIE
   They’re called ‘jobs’, something a fuckball like you wouldn’t know   
   anything about. I can’t believe you fucking asked Ramona out after I  
	 	 	 specifically	told	you	not	to	fucking do that! What a complete fucking  
   ass. 
  // (Note to concerned reader: everytime Julie says “FUCK”, a black bar   
  comes out of her mouth and the sound is bleeped.) [p66]

CRASH ZOOM
  Scott and Ramona share a dirty (PG-13) grin. CRASH ZOOM on the tree in  
  the front yard: KNIVES CHAU crouches on a branch, spying on Scott and   
  Ramona, (u) crushed! (u) [p73]

INSERT
  INSERT FLYER: “THE DAMN SHOW”
  // EXT. THE NINTH CIRCLE - NIGHT
  // A	HAND	reaches	in	and	RIPS	the	flyer	from	the	telephone	pole.	Scott,		 	
	 	 Stephen,	Stills	and	Kim	stare	at	the	flyer	in	front	of	THE	NINTH	CIRCLE,			
  another toilet venue. [p96]
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FAST FORWARD
     SCOTT (O.S.) (CONT’D)
   AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA......
  // We	FAST	FORWARD	through	the	end	of	the	Katamari	fight,	over	the		 	
  snowy bridge, and into Wallace’s apartment...
  // INT. WALLACE’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
     // SCOTT
   .......AAAAAAAHHH I can’t believe I just did that again, OW! [p115]

CLOSING LINE
  Scott and Knives share a glance. They both look back at the countdown...  
  “CONTINUE?”
  // 4...3...2...1...
          // the end (or whatever)
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OPENING LINE 
  We hear a GIRL GIGGLING as a DROP OF BLOOD hits the sidewalk. [p1] 

 

MAIN CHARACTERS FIRST MENTION 
  EXT. ENCINO VALLEY - BUSY STREET - EARLY EVENING - 1974
  // A 14-year-old SURFER GIRL with long blonde hair is clutching her 
  underwear, her mini-skirt hiked way up. This is CHERIE CURRIE and she  
  just got her period. [p1] 

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  INT. USED CLOTHING STORE - CHANGING ROOM - EARLY EVENING 
  // CLOSE ON a pair of BLACK PRO KEDS HI TOPS. PAN UP to reveal    
  someone checking themselves out in a mirror, wearing tight black leather  
  pants and a black leather jacket. 
  // We hear a KNOCK on the door. It’s a HIPPIE SALESMAN whose scraggly  
  ponytail barely warrants a rubber band.
     // HIPPIE SALESMAN
   Everything okay in there?
     // BLACK LEATHER
      (jittery)
   Yes, please. I mean... yes. Thank you.
  // Reveal a 16-year-old GIRL, tough, pretty, with dark hair and a pale   
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  complexion. She wears a SILVER PACIFIER around her neck. She’s cool   
  as hell, but for the BEADS OF SWEAT collecting on her forehead. This   
  is JOAN JETT. [p4]

COSTUME
  Joan drops her uniform pants, revealing the stolen leather ones 
  underneath. Tammy’s jaw drops -- “cool!” She touches them, impressed.   
  Joan struts around like a rock star. 
  // (From	here	on	she	wears	the	same	black	leather	outfit.	It	gets	more		 	
  worn in and cooler as time goes by. The only thing that changes are    
  her t-shirts and accessories.) [p5]

TURNING POINT
  He hangs up. Cherie keeps the phone to her ear. She stares at the 
  BURNING CANDLE in the cake. 
  // She closes her eyes, MAKES A WISH, opens her eyes.
  // She	SNUFFS	THE	FLAME	with	her	fingers,	hangs	up	the	phone.	The		 	
  room gets dark. A sad beat. 
  // Cherie picks up a BUTTER KNIFE, holds it tight --
  // -- and SMEARS HER NAME off the cake
  // The old Cherie is gone. [p14/15]
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 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  BLACK SILVERS fall into the white sink. Joan is angrily sharpening a   
  black eyeliner pencil. The shavings tumble around the basin. 
  // She	stares	at	her	reflection	as	if	on	a	mission,	applying	black	eyeliner	on		
  top of a smudgy old makeup, rimming her eyes like a rabid raccoon.
  // She buckles a SPIKED DOG COLLAR tightly around her neck. She looks  
  harder than she’s ever looked.
  // She is becoming JOAN JETT [p83]

POV
  KIM’S POV: the CAMERA PANS past GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS -- AS IF ON A   
	 	 MISSION.	Then	fixes	on	Marie	who	is	laughing	with	some	friends.	He		 	
  stares at her for a second...
  // But then he notices Cherie by herself sipping a Coca-Cola in the corner.  
  He is struck. She is now the FEMALE BOWIE. Androgyny suits her well.   
  [p22]

MONTAGE
  WE HEAR DRUMSTICKS CLICKING: CUE MUSIC AND LAUNCH INTO A   
  MONTAGE OF THE GIRLS PLAYING VARIOUS SMALL TOWN GIGS.   
  THEY’RE GETTING BETTER AND BETTER, TOUGHER AND TOUGHER.   
  MIXED IN ARE VARIOUS PRESS CLIPPINGS AND PHOTOS. THE BAND IS  
  TAKING OFF. 
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  // EXT. VENUE - PARKING LOT - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS
  // The montage ends as Joan, Cherie, Lisa and Sandy climb into the    
  motorhome, exhausted. They pull away into the night. [p53]

TRANSITION
  Cherie ignores them, in her own world. Raindrops beat against the 
  windows, illuminated by the passing headlights. 
  // INT. ROLLERSKATING RINK - NIGHT
  // The RAINDROPS morph into the HEADS OF ROLLERSKATING KIDS lit  
  up by moving colored lights. The girls are on stage. Joan belts out “YOU   
  DRIVE ME WILD.” Cherie dances, sweaty, manic. [P55]

MUSIC
  The Sweet’s “:Love Is Like Oxygen” plays throughout this scene, shot   
  through the fucked-up P.O.V of Joan and Cherie. They’re wearing    
  roller-skates. [p56]

PERCEPTION
  Joan laughs, they stumble off, holding hands...
  // The pattern in the red carpet races through frame...
  // Cherie falls to the ground... A key falls...
  // Close-on an unstable hand inserting a key. Fade to black.
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  // Close-on the light switch. A jittery camera pans to the brightly 
  illyminated hotel room. 
  // Precarious... a hand pushes a top up to expose a breast...
  // Unsteady... a bible on the night stand...
  // Tottering... white sheets unravel around a leg...
  // Weak... toes curl up... roller-skate wheels spin...
  // Agitation... streaks of light...
  // A quiver... Cherie’s mouth open... [p56]

INSERT NOTE
  She takes the guitar off, walks to the kitchen, reaches into the fridge and  
   takes out a bottle of milk. She closes the door and notices--  
  // FIVE MESSAGES FROM TAMMY stuck to the door
  // INSERT MESSAGES: Joanie, Tammy called
  // INSERT MESSAGE: Tammy called again. Call the poor girl back. [p60]

PARTY DESCRIPTION
  INT. SUSHI RESTAURANT - JAPAN - NIGHT
  We’re at a celebratory dinner welcoming the Runaways to Japan. It is a   
	 	 banquet	fit	for	queens,	women	in	beautifully	embroidered	Kimonos	serve			
 exquisitely-prepared sushi platters that look more like pieces of artwork    
 than food. 
  // The camera moves around the table, catching snippets of 
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  conversations.
  // The  band sit at a large table among RECORD COMPANY EXECUTIVES.   
  JOURNALISTS, and FANS.
  // A	CAMERAMAN	filming	on	a	super	8	camera	is	constantly	moving		 	
  around the table. [p70]

CLOSE -UP
  THE DEAFENING SOUND OF 20,000 SCREAMING FANS.
  // THE LIGHTS FLARE THE IMAGE. THE PERFORMANCE IS SHOT IN 
  SUPER CLOSE-UP’S:
  // A HEAD SWING.
  // A BLEEDING FINGER STRUMS THE GUITAR. 
  // A PELVIS GYRATES
  // CHERIE’S MANIC EYES DART IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
  // THE AUDIENCE GOES CRAZY
  // CHERIE SINGS WITH ROCN’N ROLL AUTHORITY--
  -- KIM WOULD BE PROUD [p78]

SLOW MOTION
  Her movements switch to slow motion. She seems more desperate now.
  She is no longer singing the song, but the song still plays in real time [p79]
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SILENT REALIZATION
  C.U. FLASHES BOUNCE OFF JOAN’S FACE AS SHE STARES AT CHERIE   
  GETTING ALL THE ATTENTION. SHE LOOKS AT THE POSTER-- CHERIE   
  AS THE FACE OF THE RUNWAYS.
  // A rage bubbles up inside her. [p83]

PLONGE
	 	 TOP	VIEW:	Cherie	packs	her	suitcase	on	a	king-sized	bed.	There	are	
	 	 dozens	of	MAGAZINES	AND	GIFTS	laid	out	beside	her.	She	puts	some	in		 	
  the suitcase. [p84]

ENVIRONMENT
  Joan sits against a wall, her eyes searching the room.
  // A RADIATOR
  // A DRIPPING SINK
  // A TICKING CLOCK ON THE FACE OF A STOVE
  // A COCKROACH ON THE WALL
  // SCATTERED PILLS [p97]
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FRAME
  Cherie goes behind the counter. THE RADIO AND THE PHONE SHARE   
  THE FRAME. She picks up the phone and dials. This image remains static  
  for the entire scene. [p105]

CLOSING LINE
  Cherie goes back to the table and continues to fold linen as she listens to     
	 	 Joan’s	voice	fill	the	store.
      // JOAN
     Now I don’t hardly know her
     But I think I could love her
     Crimson and clover
   
      THE END

THE RUNAWAYS
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year released 2010
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OPENING LINE 
  MACRO SHOT. LIKE AN ABSTRACT PAINTING
  // Only one are in focus. It is an actors’ character box. We SLOWLY    
  PAN to see: a monocle, different pairs of eyeglasses, rubber     
  appliances, various makeups, a collection of dental applications, an 
  assortment of brushes. A hand comes into frame and removes a small   
  bottle. WE FOLLOW to see it is spirit gum. The other hand enters frame   
  and uncaps the bottle. FOLLOW one hand as it applies the spirit gum   
  to a cheek. We see only a portion of the cheek. Now the hands apply 
  spirit gum to a rubber scar. Again we FOLLOW the hands as they place the  
  scar upon the actor’s cheek. The ritual continues as we watch a 
  moustache being applied. The hands then search out the dental 
  appliances and pick one. We study the movement as the appliance is 
  inserted into the actor’s mouth. Throughout the above we HEAR someone  
  mumbling, but we cannot make out the words. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
      VOICE
    Michael... Dorsey, is it?
  // PULL BACK to hold MICHAEL in f.g., looking toward the darkened 
  auditorium. He is an actor, 40 years old. He holds a script. 
      // MICHAEL
     That’s right
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  // CAMERA CIRCLES to reveal Michael’s face. The scar is present, as is   
  the moustache. He also has perfect teeth. [p1]

OPENING CREDITS
  CLOSE - SCRAPBOOK PAGES - MAIN TITLES BEGIN
  // The early years
  //	A)	a	six-year-old	Michael	in	a	school	play.	“My	first	play”,	scrawled	
  beneath the picture.
  // B) A high school newspaper article about Michael Dorsey
  // C) In another costume, older now... a high school play [p3]

PARTY DESCRIPTION
  INT. LOFT - THE PARTY - LATER
  // CAMERA TRACKS past various groups. Some drinking, some pass a   
  join. They talk about agents, acting, classes, the latest vitamins, a    
  new show, how bad another actor is, one teacher’s newest techniques, how  
  bad hollywood is. One older man had taken off his shoes and is dancing in  
  front of the mirror. Someone is playing the piano. CAMERA STOPS at   
  a group of seated people. [p9]
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OVERLAPPING CONVERSATIONS
  INT. STUDIO - CAST, CREW
  //	Rita	and	Ron	enter.	John	stands	holding	his	face.	There	is	a	buzz	of	
  conversation. All OVERLAPPING [p49]

MONTAGE
  MONTAGE:
  // A) GEORGE’S SECRETARY sits as though typing, an earplug in her ear.  
  FOLLOW THE CHORD to see it is connected to a small TV set, not a 
  dictaphone. She watches the “soap”, reacting as Dorothy slaps Van Horn.
  // B) DOROTHY AND JULIE exit the studio. Julie is surrounded by 7 or 8   
  fans. Dorothy waves goodbye as Julie shrugs: “Sorry ‘bout that.”
  // C) JEFF AND MICHAEL walking through the park. Jeff holds his script.  
  Michael gesticulates wildly.
  // D) DOROTHY AND JULIE exit the studio. The 7 or 8 fans start toward   
  Julie, but one of them drifts over to Dorothy. Julie indicates the others   
  that “That’s Dorothy Michaels.”, Dorothy appreciates.
  // E) GROUP OF HOUSEWIVES at card table, cards forgotten. They all   
  watch “southwest general”
  // F) MICHAEL AND JEFF walking. Michael veers off to a jewelry store   
  window. A display of earrings. Jeff gestures, “for Sandy?”. Michael    
  gestures, “No, for me.” He looks off, sees Julie and Ron, arm in arm,    
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  exiting a restaurant. PUSH ON to MICHAEL as he watches.
  // G) MICHAEL on phone to Sandy. He writes down the dinner date on his  
  phone pad.
  //	H)	SANDY	rushes	out	of	a	supermarket,	loaded	with	groceries,	flowers			
  poking out the top of one bag. [p52]

PHONE CONVERSATION
  INT. GEORGE GREY’S OFFICE - CLOSE ON GEORGE
  // On phone
      // GEORGE
     I can’t get you out of it. There’s no out of it. It’s a one-way  
     option. Theirs.
  // INTERCUT - DOROTHY ON PHONE AT STUDIO
      // DOROTHY
     Who the hell gave them that? [p95]

CLOSING LINES
      MICHAEL
    Am I anybody! I’m everybody! I’m an actor, man!
  // FREEZE
      THE END
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OPENING LINE 
  INT. CONCOURSE/AIRPORT TERMINAL - BAY
  // CLOSE ON A FACE. A nine-year-old boy, YOUNG COLE, his eyes wide with  
  wonder, watching something intently. We HEAR the sounds of the    
  P.A. SYSTEM droning Flight Information mingled with the sounds of   
  urgent SHOUTS, running FEET, EXCLAMATIONS. [p1]

MAIN CHARACTER FIRST MENTION 
  INT. PRISON DORMITORY/FUTURE - ETERNAL NIGHT
     // PRISON P.A. SYSTEM
    ... number 5429, Garcia -- number 87645, Cole...
  // COLE, late thirties, dark hair, comes awake in a bunk cage, one of many  
  stacked four high along both sides of a long dim corridor. He blinks in the  
  near dark, shaken, disoriented. [p1]

POV
  YOUNG COLE’S POV: intermittently visible through a confusion of 
  FIGURES rushing through the foreground, the BLOND MAN reaching up   
  and touching the cheek of the kneeling BRUNETTE in a gesture of    
  enormous tenderness, a gesture of farewell while the P.A. SYSTEM    
  continues its monotonous monotone... [p1]
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  OTHER ExAMPLE 

  COLE’S POV THROUGH HIS PLASTIC-VISORED HELMET:
  a city in moonlight! A surreal image of abandoned buildings. No people   
  anywhere. The only sounds are the WIND and COLE’S BREATHING. [p3]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

 COLE’S POV: walls hidden by old headlines, articles, maps, charts... a      
 blackboard covered with elaborate, sophisticated formulae... surfaces    
 heaped with cracked monitors, gerry-rigged computers held together with   
	 string,	lasers	lost	in	tangles	of	cable,	ancient	tube	amplifiers,	a	dilapidated		 	
 cardboard reconstruction of a city, stacks of moldering books and tattered   
 computer printouts... and, seated at a long conference table, staring at    
 COLE, six SCIENTISTS: an ASTROPHYCISIST, ENGINEER, BOTANIST, 
  MICROBIOLOGIST, ZOOLOGIST, and a GEOLOGIST. They represent a 
  “modern” science where brilliant new ideas interface with crude, 
  outdated, patched-together technologies. [p5/6]

  OTHER ExAMPLE 

 POV THROUGH SLIT: a glimpse of RAILLY spray painting the front of the   
 store! [p100]
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ENVIRONMENT
  Then, as he ‘recovers’ from his very vivid dream, WE GET A FIRST    
  LOOK AT HIS ENVIRONMENT... A WINDOWLESS UNDERGROUND WORLD  
  OF ETERNAL NIGHT SOMETIME IN THE FUTURE... AN ALMOST    
  COLORLESS “REALITY” OF BLURRED EDGES AND ECHOEY SOUNDS,   
  MUCH MORE “DREAMLIKE” THAN HIS DREAM [p1]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  EXT. MOTEL - MORNING
  // The Acura is parked outside Room 46 of the HIGHWAYS & BYWAYS   
  MOTEL, which has defninitely seen better days. [p53]

PEAKING INFORMATION
  As the SCIENTISTS start to whisper animatedly among themselves,   
  COLE’s eyes drift across the newspaper clippings tape to the wall.    
  One headline screams ‘VIRUS MUTATING’. Another features a photo   
  of an OLD MAN (DR. MASON, who we’ll see again later on) and the words  
  SCIENTIST SAYS, ‘IT’S TOO LATE FOR CURE’ [p7]

SOUND TRANSITION
  The VOICES blur into a cacophony and FADE INTO the droning P.A. 
  SYSTEM at the airport. [p8]
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CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
  As the POET reads, we STUDY the audience, mostly YUPPIE CULUTURE   
  JUNKIES or BOHEMIANS. Among them, a light-haired woman of twenty-  
  eight, soberly dressed, wearing glasses. She’s KATHRYN RAILLY. And it’s  
  her beeper that suddenly BEEPS, BEEP! BEEP! [p10]

SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS
  ANGLE ON COLE. moving to the door. He reaches it and tires to insert the  
  key in the lock.
  // ANGLE ON LOCK, as the key keeps missing the hole.
  // ANGLE ON COLE, glancing nervously over his shoulder
  // COLE’S POV: ORDERLIES swam over JEFFREY, don’t notice COLE
  // ANGLE ON COLE, managing to insert the key. It won’t turn.
  // A PATIENT, close at hand, startles COLE speaking into his ear. [p32]

CHARACTER IN THE PAST
  COLE’S POV: the SECURITY MAN continues his reading. He’s a big guy   
  with reading glasses perched on his nose. He looks exactly like the    
  MENACING GUARD IN THE FUTURE SCARFACE! [p32]

HALLUCINATION
  Struggling to stay awake, COLE sees, blurrily, the MICROBIOLOGIST 
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  staring at COLE intently. For one moment, the face belongs to DR.    
  FLETCHER!
  // COLE blinks hard... and the MICROBIOLOGIST has his own face again. 
  // COLE’s head slumps forward now... and everything goes dark. [p39]

NOTE
  Zooming	in,	panning	the	SCIENTISTS	emphasize	the	FACE	of	the	
  PROTESTERS. The FACES are unfamiliar to COLE (though we will 
  recognize	some	of	them	later) [p39]

SOUND OVER BLACK
  EVERYTING IS BLACK. A HUM BUILDS. THE BLACKNESS VIBRATES,   
  THE HUM REACHES A DEFEANING LEVEL, THEN DIMUENDOS. WE 
  BEGIN TO HEAR BURSTS OF MACHINE GUN FIRE. VOICES SHOUTHING   
  IN FRENCH., A SUDDEN HUGE EXPLOSION! [p42]

POSTER DESCRIPTION
	 	 We	are	on	a	placid	campus	looking	at	the	dignified	architecture	of	
  Breitrose Hall. MOVING IN we FOCUS ON a large poster advertising ‘The   
  Alexander Lectures, Spring 1995.’ WE SKIM the listings (Jon Else on the  
	 	 Nuclear	Agony,	Dr.	Andrew	Miksztal	on	Biological	Ethics,	etc.)		 	 	
  until we SETTLE ON...
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    // DR KATHRYN RAILLY
   MADNESS AND APOCALYPTIC VISIONS 
     MAY 17 [p44]

ROAD SIGN
  // “BLUEBERRY HILL” BLARES in the Acura, COLE’S head out the rear   
	 	 window,	zips	past	a	sign	65	mph.	
  // The sign says “PHILADELPHIA 233 MILES” [p51]

CAR DESCRIPTION
  EXT. FREEWAY - AFTERNOON
  //	In	the	crawling	traffic,	WE	FIND	a	battered	FORD	covered	with	bymper		
  stickers and painted slogans, “I BRAKE FOR ANIMALS”.. “FREE THE   
  ANIMALS”... “WOULD YOU LET A MINK WEAR YOUR SKIN?” [p67]

CLUE TO AUDIENCE
  Quickly, COLE rolls to the next car and under it. He doesn’t see... the pistol  
  fell out of his pocket, under the Mercedes. [p71]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

	 	 CLOSE	ON	the	flyer	of	COLE	and	RAILLY	taped	under	the	counter,	hidden		
  from the customers, but in clear view of the TICKET AGENT who has just  
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	 	 finished	serving	a	PORTLY	GENTLEMAN.	The	GENTLEMAN	walks	away.			
  [p125]

 OTHER ExAMPLE 

  Turning to go, RAILLY fumbles the tickets while trying to put them in her  
	 	 purse	and	they	flutter	to	the	floor.	As	she	kneels	to	retrieve	them,	WE	SEE		
  the long line of waiting TRAVELERS from the waist down. WE SEE a   
  familiar	Chicago	Bulls	Sports	Bag	resting	on	the	floor,	beside	sneakers	and		
  gaudy	baggy	pants.	We’ve	seen	this	outfit	before...	in	COLE’S	dream...	on		 	
  MR PONYTAIL! [p126]

BACKGROUND ACTION
  In the b.g., too far away to hear them, AGENT #4 trails JEFFREY and   
  COLE as they maneuver through the GUESTS toward the grand staircase.  
  [p75]

THEATER
  ANGLE ON THE AUDIENCE, a shadowy COUPLE near the back of the   
	 	 theater.	WE	CAN’T	REALLY	SEE	THEM,	but	we	recognize	their	VOICES.
     // RAILLY
    Here, let me help you   
  // The theater is brielfy illuminated by a very bright scene on the screen,  
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  revealing enough of COLE and RAILLY for us to see she’s doing something  
  to his upper lip while he tries to watch the movie. [p117]

DOZING OFF
  INT. MOVIE THEATER AUDITORIUM
  // CLOSE	ON	COLE,	dozing	fitfully,	as	the	SOUNDS	OF	SCREAMING	BIRDS		
	 	 continue.	Suddenly,	he	comes	awake	with	a	start...	sees	the	movie	filling		 	
	 	 his	field	of	vision.
  // HIS POV: the MOVIE SCREEN. TIPPI HEDRIN, overwhelmed by 
  screeching BIRDS in an attic in Hitchock’s THE BIRDS  [p119]

NEWSPAPER DESCRIPTION
	 	 Still	puzzled,	RAILLY	puts	her	purchase	on	the	counter	and	the	CLERK		 	
  starts ringing them up as a DELIVERY MAN comes in and drops a bundle  
  of newspaper at her feet.
  // RAILLY’S POV: the front page shows a photo of three frightened 
  GIRAFFES in freeway gridlock under a headline proclaiming 
  “TERRORISTS CREATE CHAOS”. Further down are two more photos... DR  
	 	 MASON	in	the	gorilla	cage	and	a	file	photo	of	DR	MASON	in	his	lab.
  // CLOSE ON THE SHOT OF DR MASON in his lab. There’s someone else in  
  the picture. It’s a man wearing a lab coat and a PONYTAIL! [p129]
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EYE CONTACT
  ANGLE ON THE DETECTIVES, watching the fuss, ready to get involved.   
  Suddenly, the FIRST DETECTIVE frowns. 
  // FIRST DETECTIVE’S POV: COLE’S moustache is slipping. COLE senses   
  it, reaches up to touch it, catches the DETECTIVE’S look. For half a second  
  their eyes meet, then COLE looks away. [p133]

CLOSING LINE
  As YOUNG COLE’S PARENTS (seen only as sleeves and torsos) usher   
  YOUNG COLE into their station wagon, the boy hesitates, looks back,   
  watches a 747 climb into the sky.
             FADE OUT
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1- ACCIDENT
Moon

2-ACTIoN SCENE
Looper

3-roBoT DESCrIPTIoN
Moon

4-ANAToMY SHoT
Magnolia

5-ANGLE/FrAME
hitchcock; Into The Wild; Magnolia; Please 
Give; The Runways

6-ANIMATIoN
Annie hall; Magnolia

7-ArGUMENT
Annie hall

8-(CLUE To) AUDIENCE
Django Unchained; Fight Club; Mother and 
Child; Please Give; Twelve Monkeys

9-AUDIo FLASH BACK
About Schmidt

10-BACK To rEALITY
Fight Club

11-BACKGroUND ACTIoN
Annie hall; Twelve Monkeys

12-BACKGroUND/ ForEGroUND
Butter; Fight Club; Little Miss Sunshine; 
Looper

13-BLEEP
Scott Pilgrim vs. The World

14- BrEAKING THE 4TH wALL
Annie hall

15-CAMErA MoVEMENT
Butter; Fight Club; Good Will hunting;  
hitchcock; Into the Wild; Little Miss Sun-
shine; Magnolia; Moon

16-CAr CHASE
Back To The Future

17-CAr DESCrIPTIoN
Back to the Future; 12 Monkeys

18-CAr PLACEMENT
Please Give

19-CAr FroM EXT To INT
Children of Men; Magnolia

20- CAr SCENE 
FroM oUTSIDE

Children of Men

21-CHArACTEr DESCrIPTIoN
About Schmidt; An Education; Back To The 
Future; Butter; Children of Men; Django 
Unchained; Fight Club; Moon; Mother and 
Child; 12 Monkeys

22-CHArACTEr DoUBLE
Annie hall; Looper

23-CHArACTEr’S FUTUrE Pro-
JECTIoN

Looper

24- CHArACTEr IN PAST
12 Monkeys

25-CHArACTEr rEVEAL
Children of Men; Django Unchained;  Little 
Miss Sunshine

26-CHASE SEqUENCE
In Bruges

27- CLoSE UP
About Schmidt; Butter; Django
Unchained; Moon; The Runways

28- CLoSING LINE
About Schmidt; An Education; Anna Kareni-
na; Annie hall; Back To The Future; Butter; 
Children of Men; Django Unchained; Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind; Fight Club; 
Good Will hunting; hitchcock; In Bruges; 
Into The Wild; L.A. Confidential; Little Miss 
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Sunshine; Looper; Magnolia; Moon; Mother 
and Child; Please Give; Scott Pilgrim vs. The 
World; The Runways; Tootsie; 12 Monkeys

29-GroUP TALK
About Schmidt; Butter; Django Unchained

30-CoSTUME
Django Unchained; The Runways

31-CoVErAGE
Into The Wild

32-CrASH ZooM
Scott Pilgrim vs. The World; 12 Monkeys

33-CroSS CUT
An Education; Moon; Mother and Child

34-CroSSING TrAFFIC
Fight Club

35-DIALoG IN MoVEMENT
Annie hall; Django Unchained

36-DIrECTor’S NoTE
Annie hall; Into the Wild; 
Magnolia

37-DoZING oFF
12 Monkeys

38-DrEAM DESCrIPTIoN
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

39-ENVIroNMENT
An Education; Annie hall; Back To The 
Future; Butter; Children of Men; Django 
Unchained; Eternal Sunshine of the Spot-
less Mind; Fight Club; Good Will hunting; 
In Bruges; Into The Wild; L.A. Confidential; 
Little Miss Sunshine; Magnolia; Moon; The 
Runways; 12 Monkeys

40-EXAMPLES/ALTErNATIVES
Please Give

41-EXPLoSIoN
Children of Men

42-EYE CoNTACT
12 Monkeys

43-FAMILY DINNEr
Anna Karenina; Annie hall; Mother and Child

44-FANTASY SET
Fight Club

45-FAST ForwArD
Scott Pilgrim vs. The World

46-FIGHT
Django Unchained; Fight Club

47-FILMING
Back To The Future

48-FLASHBACK
About Schmidt; Anna Karenina; Annie hall; 
Django Unchained

49-FooTAGE
Back to the Future; Butter; Children of Men; 
Into the Wild

50-ForEIGN LANGUAGE
Children of Men; Django Unchained; Looper; 
Magnolia

51-FrEEZE PICTUrE
Fight Club; L.A. Confidential

52-FroM CU To wIDE
About Schmidt; An Education; Fight Club

53-FroM SoUNDTrACK 
To SoUrCE MUSIC

Django Unchained

54-FroM SoUrCE MUSIC 
To SoUNDTrACK

An Education; Back To The Future; Django 
Unchained

55-FroM SoUrCE SoUND
To THoUGHTS

Annie hall; Butter

56-GLIMPSE
In Bruges
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57-GroUP DESCrIPTIoN
About Schmidt; Django Unchained;  
hitchcock

58-GroUP DYNAMIC
Fight Club

59-HALLUCINATIoN/VISIoN
Anna Karenina; 12 Monkeys

60-HAND HELD CAMErA
Magnolia

61-HoLDING INForMATIoN
Butter

62-IMProVISATIoN
Into The Wild; Magnolia

63-INNEr VIZUALISATIoN
Fight Club

64-INSErT
About Schmidt; Back To The Future; Django 
Unchained; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World; The 
Runways

65-INSIDE VEHICLE  
DESCrIPTIoN

Back To The Future

66-INTErCUT
Into The Wild

67-JUMP CUT
Magnolia; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World

68-LATEr
About Schmidt; Moon

69-LIGHTING
Children of Men; Looper; Moon

70-LoCATIoN TrANSITIoN
Scott Pilgrim vs. The World

71-LoNG TAKE
In Bruges; Magnolia; Mother and Child

72-LooKING THroUGH
About Schmidt

73-MAIL DESCrIPTIoN
About Schmidt

74-MAIN CHArACTEr FIrST 
MENTIoN

About Schmidt; An Education; Anna Kareni-
na; Annie hall; Back to The Future; Butter; 
Children of Men; Django Unchained; Eternal 
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind; Fight Club; 
Good Will hunting; hitchcock; In Bruges; 
Into The Wild; L.A. Confidential; Little Miss 
Sunshine; Looper; Moon; Mother and Child; 
Please Give; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World; The 
Runways; Tootsie; 12 Monkeys

75-MUSICAL PIECE
Magnolia

76-MID-CoNVErSATIoN
Butter; Django Unchained

77-MoNTAGE
About Schmidt; Anna Karenina; Annie hall; 
Butter; Django Unchained; Eternal Sunshine 
of the Spotless Mind; Fight Club; hitchcock; 
Into The Wild;  L.A. Confidential; Magnolia; 
The Runways; Tootsie

78-MooD
Please Give

79-MoS
Fight Club

80-MULTIPLE PoVS
In Bruges; Looper

81-MUSIC/SoUND
Django Unchained; Little Miss Sunshine; 
Magnolia; Moon; The Runways

82-NArrATor
Django Unchained; Scott Pilgrim vs. The 
World

83-NEwSPAPEr DESCrIPTIoN
L.A. Confidential; 12 Monkeys
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84-NoTE
About Schmidt; Butter; In Bruges; Looper; 
Moon; Mother and Child; Scott Pilgrim vs. 
the World; 12 Monkeys

85-oFF SCrEEN ACTIoN
About Schmidt; Anna Karenina; Back To The 
Future; Django Unchained; In Bruges; Into 
The Wild; Magnolia; Please Give

86-oPENING CrEDITS
About Schmidt; Butter; Good Will hunting; 
Magnolia; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World; Tootsie

87-oPENING LINE
About Schmidt; An Education; Anna Kareni-
na; Annie hall; Back to the Future; Butter; 
Children of Men; Django Unchained; Eternal 
Sunshine to the Spotless Mind; Fight Club; 
Good Will hunting; hitchcock; In Bruges; 
Into The Wild; L.A. Confidential; Little Miss 
Sunshine; Looper; Magnolia; Moon; Mother 
and Child; Please Give; Scott Pilgrim vs the 
World; The Runways; Tootsie; 12 Monkeys

88-oVErLAPPING  
CoNVErSATIoN

Tootsie

89-PArENTHETICAL
An Education

90-PArTY DESCrIPTIoN
hitchcock; The Runways; Tootsie

91-PEAKING INFo
12 Monkeys

92-PErCEPTIoN
About Schmidt; Moon; The Runways

93-PHoNE CoNVErSATIoN
Magnolia; Tootsie

94-PHoTo DESCrIPTIoN
Children of Men; Magnolia; Moon;  
Mother and Child

95-PLoNGE
About Schmidt; Looper; Moon;  Mother and 
Child; The Runways

96-PoV
About Schmidt; An Education; Anna Ka-
renina; Back To The Future; Butter; Children 
of Men; Django Unchained; hitchcock; In 
Bruges; Into The Wild; Little Miss Sunshine; 
Magnolia; Moon; Mother and Child; Please 
Give; The Runways; 12 Monkeys

97-PoSTEr DESCrIPTIoN
Back To The Future; 12 Monkeys

98-ProP DESCrIPTIoN
Back To The Future; Magnolia; Moon

99-rEACTIoN SHoT
Anna Karenina; Butter; Fight Club; hitch-
cock; Little Miss Sunshine; Moon

100-rEFLECTIoN
Anna Karenina; Children of Men;  
Django Unchained; hitchcock; Moon

101-rEMINDEr To rEADEr
Back To The Future; Butter; 
Django Unchained; Magnolia

102-rENAMING CHArACTEr
Fight Club; Moon

103-rEVELATIoN
About Schmidt

104-rEVErSED ANGLE
L.A. Confidential

105-roAD SIGN
About Schmidt;Django Unchained;  
12 Monkeys

106-rooM DESCrIPTIoN
Moon

107-rooM TrANSITIoN
About Schmidt; Fight Club; Magnolia; Moon

108-roUTINE
Magnolia; Moon

109-SCrEEN To SCrEEN
Moon

110-SEX/LoVE
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind; Fight Club; In Bruges; Moon

111-SHorTENED DIALoGS
Fight Club
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112-SIGHT SEEING
In Bruges

113-SIGN
hitchcock

114-SILENT CoNVErSATIoN
Children of Men; hitchcock

115-SILENT rEALIZATIoN
Children of Men; Please Give; The Runways

116-SIMULTANEoUS ACTIoNS
Little Miss Sunshine; Moon; 12 Monkeys

117-SIMULTANEoUS TALK
About Schmidt

118-SLow Mo
Into The Wild; Magnolia; The Runways

119-SoUND oFF SCrEEN
Annie hall

120-SoUND oVEr BLACK
12 Monkeys

121-SoUND oVErLAP
Fight Club

122-SoUND EFFECT
Into The Wild; Little Miss Sunshine

123-SoUND TrANSITIoN
In Bruges; 12 Monkeys

124-SPLIT SCrEEN
Annie hall

125-SUBTITLES
Annie hall

126-SUGGESTED SEX
Annie hall; Butter

127-TECHNICAL NoTE
Magnolia

128-TIME CUT
Anna Karenina; Django Unchained;  
Fight Club; Into The Wild

129-TIMELAPSE
Magnolia

130-TIME PASSING
Annie hall; Butter; Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind; Into The Wild; Mother and 
Child

131-TITLE CArD
Butter; Django Unchained

132-THEATEr
Children of Men; 12 Monkeys

133-TrACKING SHoT
About Schmidt; Into The Wild; Little Miss 
Sunshine

134-TrANSITIoN
An Education; Back To The Future; Django 
Unchained; hitchcock; Looper; The Runways

135-TrANSITIoN INTo TV
Magnolia

136-TUrNING PoINT
An Education; The Runways

137-TV TALKS BACK
Annie hall

138-UNDEr wATEr
Into The Wild; Magnolia

139-VISUAL NoTE
Butter

140-VISUAL MEMorY
Looper; Moon; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World

141-VISUAL rEVEAL
Looper; Moon; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World

142-VISUAL SIGNS
Scott Pilgrim vs. the World

143-VIEw FroM wINDow
Little Miss Sunshine

144-wrITTEN INFo oN SCrEEN
Children of Men; Scott Pilgrim vs. the World

145-ZAPPING oN TV
About Schmidt
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ACTIoN
1-Accident;  
2-Action Scene;  
16-Car Chase;  
26-Chase Sequence;  
42-Explosion;  
47-Fight; 
119-Simultaneous Actions

CAMErA/TECHNIqUE
5-Angles;  
15-Camera Movement; 
27-Close-Up;  
31-Coverage;  
32-Crash Zoom;  
56-From CU to Wide;  
61-hand held Camera; 
65-Insert;  
70-Lighting;  
72-Long Take;  
96-Plonge;  
120-Slow Mo;  
130-Technical Note; 
136-Tracking Shot

CAr
1-Accident;  
16-Car Chase;  
17-Car Description;  
18-Car Placement;  
19-Car Scene Exterior;  
20-Car From Exterior to 
Interior;  

66-Inside Vehicle Description

CHArACTErS
1-Argument;  
21-Character Description;  
22-Character Double; 
23-Character’s Future Pro-
jection;  
24-Character In Past; 
25-Character Reveal; 
59-GroupDynamic;  
75-Main Character First 
Mention;  
81-Multiple POVs;  
98-POV; 
102-Reflection;  
104-Renaming Character;  
118-Silent Realization

DESCrIPTIoN
3-Alien Description;  
4-Anatomy;  
5-Angles;  
17-Car Description; 
21-Character Description; 
31-Costume;  
35-Crossing Traffic; 
39-Dream Description; 
40-Environment;  
44-Family Dinner;  
58-Group Description;  
66-Inside Vehicle Description;  
74-Mail Description; 

84-Newspaper Description;  
91-Party Description; 
99-Poster Description;  
100-Prop Description;  
107-Road Sign;  
108-Room Description; 
111-Scanning Poster; 
116-Signs;  
135-Theater;  
141-Under Water;  
146-View From Windog

DIALoGS
7-Argument;  
29-Group Talk;  
36-Dialogs In Movement; 
44-Family Dinner;  
51-Foreign Language; 
63-Improv;  
77-Mid-Conversation; 
89-Overlapping Conversa-
tion;  
94-Phone Conversation; 
120-Simultaneous Talk; 
128-Subtitles;  
140-TVTalks Back 

FrAMING
5-Angles;  
11-Background Action; 
12-Background/Foregroung; 
15-Camera Movement;  
27-Close Up;  

32-Crash Zoom;  
96-Plonge

META
14-Breaking the 4th Wall; 
48-Filming;  
50-Footage;  
112-Screen to Screen;  
140-TV Talks Back

NArrATIVE TECHNIqUE
6-Animation;  
8-(Clue to) Audience Only; 
14-Breaking the 4th Wall; 
25-Character Reveal;  
34-Cross Cut;  
37-Director Note;  
41-Examples/Alternatives;  
46-Fast Forward;  
49-Flash Back;  
52-Freeze Picture;  
62-holding Info;  
67-Intercut;  
68-Jump Cut;  
69-Later;  
78-Montage;  
83-Narrator;  
85-Note;  
86-Off Screen;  
90-Parenthesis;  
95-Plot Description;  
97-Plot Point Description;  
98-POV;  
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103-Reminder to Reader;  
118-Silent Realization;  
127-Split Screen;  
130-Technical Note;  
142-Visual Note

PLoT
8-(Clue to) Audience Only;  
62-holding Info;  
92-Peaking Info;  
95-Plot Description;  
97-Plot Point Description;  
105-Revelation;  
118-Silent Realization;  
139-Turning Point; Visual 

PHYSICAL  
rEACTIoNS AND 
EMoTIoNS

43-Eye Contact;  
57-Glimpse;  
79-Mood;  
93-Perception;  
101-Reaction Shot;  
118-Silent Realization

rEALITY AND DrEAM
43-Eye Contact;  
57-Glimpse;  
79-Mood;  
93-Perception;  
101-Reaction Shot;  
118-Silent Realization

SCrEENPLAY  
ForMAT

28-Closing Line;  
37-Director Note;  
41-Examples/Alternatives; 
85-Narrrator;  
87-Opening Credits; 
88-Opening Line;  
131-Time Cut;  
132-Timelapse;  
133-Time Passing;  
134-Title Card

SEX
113-Sex/Love;  
129-Suggested Sex

SILENCE
80-MOS;  
117-Silent Conversation; 
118-Silent Realization; 
122-Sound Off Screen

SoUND
9-Audio Flash Back; 
13-Bleep; 
54-From Source Music to 
Soundtrack;  
55-From Source Sound to 
Thoughts;  
76-Musical Piece;  
80-MOS;  
82-Music/Sound; 
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122-Sound Off Screen; 
123-Sound Over Black; 
124-Sound Overlap; 
125-Sound Effects; 
126-Sound Transition

TIME
34-Cross Cut;  
49-Flash Back;  
67-Intercut;  
68-Jump Cut;  
69-Later;  
131-Time Cut;   
132-Timelapse;  
133-Time Passing

TrANSITIoNS
71-Location Transition;  
109-Room Transition; 
137-Transition;  
138-Transition Into TV

TV
50-Footage;  
138-Transition Into TV;  
140-TV Talks Back; 
148-Zapping on TV

VIZUALISATIoN  
AND rELFECTIoN

43-Eye Contact; 
57-Glimpse;  
60-Group Description; 
64-holding Info;  
73-Looking Through; 
92-Peaking Info;  
102-Reflection;  
142-Visual Note;  
143-Visual Memory;  
144-Visual Reveal;  
145-Visual Signs

wrITTEN INFo
14-Book Description; 
84-Newspaper Description;  
99-Poster Description; 
116-Signs;  
107-Road Sign;  
111-Scanning a Poster; 
128-Subtitles;  
134-Title Card;  
147-Written Info on Screen
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